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JETGALA is a bi-monthly ultra luxury consumer print publication, catering to the lifestyle of Asia Pacific's absolute top earners. JETGALA's editorial topics cover reports from the cutting edge of private jet aviation, elite travel destinations and resorts, as well as the ultimate in bespoke lifestyle, art, fashion and design. JETGALA is posted directly to over 1,100 private aircraft owners, about 900 members of the Forbes Billionaire Lists for Asia and around 1,600 of Asia Pacific's elite luxury consumers. First Class air travellers will find the publication in the Premier Lounges of Asia's leading airlines. JETGALA is also seen at over 500 of the region's leading golf, marina and yacht clubs, its most exclusive restaurants, hotels, lounges and spas. In combination with our newsstand circulation throughout Asia, this makes JETGALA a marketing platform like no other for the Asia Pacific region. JETGALA showcases “Life Beyond First Class” in its truest form. 
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NOTAM



FLY BY NIGHT

JETGALA IS HOSTING AN ELITE EVENT DURING THE 2012 SINGAPORE AIRSHOW - ON THURSDAY, 16 FEBRUARY 2012 - AT THE ICONIC PANGAEA ULTRALOUNGE AT MARINA BAY SANDS



W



e have very exciting news. To celebrate the successful start of our third year of operations, the team behind Jetgala and Palace magazines is hosting an elite event during the upcoming 2012 Singapore Airshow. The date is Thursday, 16 February 2012, and the venue is the iconic Pangaea Ultra Lounge, located at Crystal Pavilion South at Marina Bay Sands. Pangaea Singapore, South-east Asia’s stellar nightclub, is the brainchild of Michael Ault, one of the world’s pre-eminent nightclub entrepreneurs. Michael designed, built, and owned more than 25 clubs in locations such as New York, Miami Beach, Los Angeles, Bermuda, São Paulo and London. Pangaea Singapore, his latest venture, opened its doors during the 2011 Singapore Formula One Grand Prix, and never looked back. Michael and his glamorous wife Sabrina are co-hosting the event together with us. This exclusive, aviation-themed event will run under the banner ‘Fly By Night’, and starts off with a ‘strictly-by-invitation-only’ VVIP Reception from 7-10pm. Transportation from the Singapore Airshow at Changi Airport to the event venue is provided for our invited guests. After 10pm, the club opens its doors to a wider audience for a night of Pangaea-style partying and dancing, until the sun comes up. Details are as follows:



Venue: Pangaea Singapore (www.pangaea.sg) Location: Second Floor, Crystal Pavilion South, Marina Bay Sands Theme: ‘Fly By Night’ — Retro Aviation (bring your bomber jacket ...) Date: Thursday, 16 February 2012, the third day of the 2012 Singapore Air Show Time: Jetgala VVIP Reception — held from 7-10pm ([email protected]) Public hours — 10pm to sunrise ([email protected], or call +65 8611 7013)



All of us at Jetgala and Palace magazines are excited to welcome our friends and supporters from the world of private aviation, elite residential properties and the highest levels of luxury as our guests. Don’t miss this one-of-a-kind experience. Rainer Sigel PUBLISHER
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Born in Germany in 1966, Norbert Baeres began his photography career in 1993. After three years with an advertising photography studio, he shifted to freelance work in Koblenz, Germany, focusing on advertising and fashion photography. In 2001 he moved to Munich and concentrated his work on fashion and beauty. He is still based there and is in high demand with up-scale magazines and clients from around the world.
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Alex Unruh is a lifelong native of Kansas and lives in Wichita. He has been flying for 13 years. After graduating from Kansas State University in Salina, Kansas, he started working for Cessna Aircraft Company as an instructor pilot for single engine products. Over the past five years, he worked as a Flight Operations Pilot performing transportation trips and worldwide sales demonstration flights for Cessna’s Citation line of business jets as well as the Caravan.



A passion for discovery drives Nida Seah in her writing career. She constantly challenges herself with a wide range of topics, from food to travel, fashion to personalities. With more than 12 years of publishing experience, including seven years honing her skills at Asia’s leading jewellery and watch magazine, the luxury industry is her forte. She currently enjoys the freedom and variety that freelancing offers.
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Formerly a research writer and editor of customised writings for clients in Los Angeles, Kah Ying Choo now writes for magazines and newspapers in Singapore and is the published author of three books. Adopting a lively and versatile perspective towards writing, she believes that the real art of it lies in crafting together words and phrases to capture the essence of a subject matter. Aside from her magazine work, Kah Ying is currently developing courses to teach professionals the craft of writing.



www.orientalmediagroup.com
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DISCOVER THE ENTIRELY NEW



G650 NTERIOR



I



SMARTEST. HEALTHIEST. FRIENDLIEST.

An industry-leading 1,478 meters /4,850 feet maximum cabin altitude. 100% fresh-air circulation. Low cabin sound levels. Sixteen large, panoramic windows. The G650® interior offers passengers the smartest, healthiest and most user-friendly cabin environment. To learn more, please contact our Regional Vice Presidents.



GULFSTREAMG650.COM



ASIA/PACIFIC: FAR EAST ASIA (NORTH): FAR EAST ASIA (SOUTH):



JASON AKOVENKO HERMAN CHAI PETER HOI



+65 6256 8301 +86 10 8535 1866 +852 2918 1600



[email protected] [email protected] [email protected]
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RETRO REVIVAL

PERFECT VIEW

GoPro advanced cameras have captured our attention with the new HD HERO 2 11-megapixel camera. The Motorsports Edition is wearable and gear mountable, waterproof to 60 m, shockproof and shoots a 170-degree wide angle 1080p video. Surf and Outdoor editions with practical and customised accessories are also available. The HD HERO 2 snaps at a rate of 10 pictures per second. And with user-friendly interface, long-range remote control and Wi-Fi compatibility, professional athletes, ﬁlmmakers and adrenaline seekers won’t have to miss a beat.

www.gopro.com



G Going back to the 1930s is one mean feat now that the ‘Specialty Shop’ of Builtwell has rolled out a rechristened model of the Brough Superior SS100 motorbike, once nicknamed the ‘RollsRoyce of Motorcycles’. This SS100 Retro Pendine bike features a 1000 cc V-twin engine with modern upgrades, redone leather upholstery and brass ﬁnished ﬁttings. www.brough-superior.com



PERPETUAL HARMONY

Like grace under pressure, Bulgari’s Grand Sonnerie Perpetual Calendar, featuring the Daniel Roth calibre 5307, conducts 20 different functions in harmony. In addition to a moon phase indicator at 12 o’clock and a tourbillon, it provides full calendar indications (date, weekday, month) until the year 2100. It sounds off time using the Westminster chime and features grand sonnerie, petite sonnerie and minute repeater. The 923-part timepiece has an 18-carat pink gold dial.

www.bulgari.com



ARM MOVEMENTS
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For the watch enthusiast, these tourbillon cufﬂinks by French-Swiss watchmaker TF Est. 1968 make an ideal conversation piece. The shockresistant and water-resistant cufﬂinks display the technical movements of a watch and are encased in steel and carbon. A precision spring clasp system helps to anchor the links ﬁrmly onto the shirt. Versions include yellow-, white- and rose-gold settings, complemented by ruby, diamond and emerald embellishments. www.tfco.ch
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To mark its 40th anniversary and the new year, Audemars Piguet has created only 40 pieces of the Openworked Extra-Thin Royal Oak watch. A 950 platinum case complements its traditional octagonal bezel, while glare-proof sapphire crystals reveal the exposed skeleton — a self winding calibre 5122 with 36 jewels and a total of 247 parts. The centre dial measures 28.4 mm and has 22-carat white gold pointers. It has a power reserve of 40 hours and is water resistant to 50 m.

www.audemarspiguet.com



ROYAL FORTY



SLEEK SNACK

Here’s a new way to eat caviar — pack it in a brightly coloured tin, add a small spoon and slip it in your pocket, travel purse or picnic bag. This is what caviar specialist Maison Kaviari does with En-K de Caviar, a line of Osetra and Kristal varieties packed in whimsical packaging — black, gold, silver, indigo blue, fuchsia pink and apple green tins that each hold 15 grams or 10 spoonfuls of caviar, along with a sleek tasting spoon. The caviar is made from the eggs of Acipenser gueldenstaedtii sturgeon farmed in Europe.

www.enkdecaviar.eu



FAST SAFE

Automobile aﬁcionados will appreciate the Object of Time One-77 high-security safe, a collaboration between Buben & Zörweg and Aston Martin. The sleek and luxurious safe is elegantly crafted according to the contours and silhouette of Aston Martin’s futuristic One-77 sports car. It is 1.77 m tall and, like the car itself, production is limited to 77 pieces. Besides storage drawers for jewellery and watches, the safe also features time mover watch winders, four world clocks, a humidor, a built-in sound system with iPod docking and, to top it off, a tourbillon timepiece.

www.buben-zorweg.com



FINE FOCUS

The Lytro point-and-shoot camera allows users to make memories in new ways. Unlike conventional cameras, it captures 11 million light rays, breathing life and ﬂuidity into pictures. Users can refocus on the camera’s display after snapping or once plugged into the computer. Its pocket-size, minimalist design makes it a tool for both artists and travellers. Lytro has 8X optical zoom, 8 GB storage in Electric Blue and Graphite versions, and 16 GB in Red Hot models. www.lytro.com
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THE STRENGTH TO LEAD.

BOMBARDIER HAS A HISTORY OF INSPIRING CHANGE WITH CONFIDENCE, OF FORGING AHEAD ACROSS UNCHARTED GROUND, OF PROGRESS, OF LEADERSHIP, OF INNOVATION. TODAY, OUR THREE FAMILIES OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE BUSINESS JETS, LEARJET, CHALLENGER AND GLOBAL, REPEATEDLY OUTPERFORM, OUTCLASS AND OUTMATCH EVERYONE ELSE. ACROSS THE FULL RANGE, FROM LIGHT TO LARGE, OUR AIRCRAFT DON’T JUST BREAK THE MOLD, THEY RECAST IT.



www.businessaircraft.bombardier.com



Bombardier, Learjet, Challenger and Global are trademarks of Bombardier Inc. or its subsidiaries. © 2011 Bombardier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In a mission to eradicate the use of assault riﬂes in Africa, especially among children, Fonderie 47 has created cufﬂinks using metal from decommissioned AK-47 riﬂes. Designed by renowned jeweller Philip Crangi and Swiss designer Roland Iten, the cufﬂinks, limited to only 20 pairs, also feature 18-carat white and rose gold details. Sales proceeds go to anti-gun organisations, which then use the money to purchase and destroy riﬂes. Each pair is enough to purchase and destroy 100 AK-47s. www.fonderie47.com



FASHION ASSAULT



Why is this mechanical A Lange & Söhne wristwatch called Lange 31? Because it runs on a record power reserve of one month, or 31 days. Energy comes from two 1,850 mm-long mainspring barrels, ﬁve to 10 times longer than those in conventional wristwatches, and is regulated by a constant-force escapement. Uniform power delivery is ensured by a key winding mechanism used in old pocket watches. The platinum case features a simple, elegant face while the sapphire crystal caseback reveals lavishly decorated elements. www.alange-soehne.com



P
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All that glitters

A research institute may be an unlikely trend-setter in the fashion industry, but Swiss laboratory Empa may have just revolutionised the sartorial world. Its experts have come up with a way to coat silk with pure 24-carat gold, using plasma technology to weave together golden ﬁbre and black silk threads. The result is a limited collection of precious neckties, bowties and handkerchiefs which reveal a royal violet sheen under the sun. Best of all, they are machine-wash safe and durable.

www.empa.ch
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SLEEK and SMOOTH

Charlie Baker achieves a slim yet spacious look for his E-Yacht using the Ramform Banff hull platform, which has an overall length of 46 m. The yacht houses a large duplex master suite, a dining/meeting room and four guest bedrooms, a cinema room, spa, gym, bar and Jacuzzi-equipped bathrooms. A diesel-electric propulsion system keeps the superyacht green while elegance is maintained by a ﬂuid top surface and streamlined exterior. www.cbyachtdesign.info



Be pampered by the legendary Ritz-Carlton services. An exclusive collection of 58 luxurious residences in one 36-storey tower. Enjoy a range of indoor and outdoor recreational facilities including private function room, gourmet kitchen, lap pool, tennis court, steam room, gymnasium, maze garden and much more. Choice units available for sale.



The Ritz-Carlton Residences, Singapore, Cairnhill, is not owned, developed or sold by The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C. Royce Properties Pte Ltd uses The Ritz-Carlton marks under license from The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C. Developer: Royce Properties Pte Ltd Company Registration No.: 200614720K Developer’s License No.: C0240 Tenure: Freehold Lot/Mukim: 770V & 803X, TS27 BP No.: A1323-00673-2007-BP01 (25 October 2007) and BP No.: A1323-00673-2007-BP02 (27 August 2009) Expected Date of TOP: 31 May 2013 Expected Date of Legal Completion: 31 May 2016
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MOON STRUCK

POKER PANACHE



LEGEND

The one-off Ferrari 340 Competizione is Gullwing America’s modern interpretation of its 1952 predecessor, the F340 Mexico Berlinetta, which participated in the notoriously dangerous Carrera Panamericana race from South Mexico to Texas in 1950 and the next three years. It follows the Ferrari 456’s platform and sports newly added brakes, diffuser, rear spoiler, side vents and front splitters. It features a 5.4L V12 engine with 470 horsepower. Carbon ﬁbre seats, a roll bar and chronometers are added to its interiors. www.gullwing-america.com



In tribute to the unmanned Russian lunar rover, Moon Walker, independent watchmaker Konstantin Chaykin has created the Lunokhod, a wristwatch with a 12-mm moon phase indicator made of natural saltwater pearl, which is very rare in its smoothness and roundness. The collection is limited to only eight pieces. A retrograde scale at the bottom indicates minutes, while a retrograde display at the top shows hours in a 24-hour format. Protecting the patented moon phase continuous correction device is an 18-carat gold case. www.konstantin-chaykin.com



ART OF WRITING

Limited to 25 pieces, the Turtle pen continues a long-time collaboration between men’s luxury brand Alfred Dunhill and Japanese pen manufacturer Namiki. The fountain pen features the centuriesold maki-e lacquering technique of sprinkling gold- or silver-coloured dust over damp and sticky surfaces. Crafted by artisan Michifumi Kawaguchi, the pen, which has an 18-carat gold nib, draws inspiration from the Japanese folk tale ‘Urashima Taro’, symbolising long life. It depicts the sea turtle, corals and ﬁshes. www.dunhill.com



For a poker set that’s out of this world, you can bet on the Meteorite Set by famed designer Kristian Ståhl. This one-off creation includes gaming chips made from parts of a meteorite that landed in the Arctic Circle of Lapland 800,000 years ago. A total of 5,160 Burmese rubies, Sri Lankan yellow sapphires and diamonds dot the chips, which are framed in 18-carat white gold. The dice are made of ivory from extinct Siberian woolly mammoth. The set sold for HKD1.7 million at Christie’s Magniﬁcent Jewels auction in Hong Kong last November.

www.themeteoriteset.com
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TO CELEBRATE THE SUCCESSFUL START OF OUR THIRD YEAR OF OPERATIONS, THE TEAM BEHIND JETGALA AND PALACE MAGAZINES IS HOSTING A HIGHLY EXCLUSIVE ELITE EVENT, FLY BY NIGHT, DURING THE UPCOMING 2012 SINGAPORE AIRSHOW



This exclusive, aviation themed event begins with a ‘strictly-by-invitation-only’ VVIP Reception from 7-10pm. Transportation from the Singapore Airshow at Changi Arport to the event venue is provided, for our invited guests. After 10pm, the club opens its aviation themed doors to a wider audience for a night of trademark Pangaea-style partying and dancing, until the sun comes up. All of us at Jetgala and Palace Magazines are highly excited to welcome our friends and supporters from the world of private aviation, elite residential properties and the highest levels of luxury as our guests. Don’t miss this one-of-a-kind experience.



Venue:



Pangaea Singapore (www.pangaea.sg)



Location: B2 Crystal Pavilion South, Marina Bay Sands Theme: Date: “Fly By Night” - Retro Aviation (bring your bomber jacket ...) Thursday, 16 February 2012, the third day of the 2012 Singapore Air Show 7-10pm Jetgala VVIP Reception RSVP ([email protected]) 10pm to sunrise Table Bookings ([email protected] ca or call +65 8611 7013)



Time:



WINGS



WINGS



EMBRAER LINEAGE 1000

by Liz Moscrop
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SLEEK & SMOOTH

ALL EYES ARE ON EMBRAER'S LINEAGE 1000, WHICH HAS ENTERED SERVICE IN ASIA

JETGALA 25



WINGS
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THERE IS A WIDE RANGE OF OPTIONS, SUCH AS TWO BEDROOMS, PLUS A LIVING SALON AND A BOARDROOM

he executive jet industry is going full throttle to expand its reach in Asia, the world’s fastest growing market for large cabin executive jets. Brazil’s Embraer, though, reckons it has just established somewhat of a head start. It comes in the form of the luxury private version of its E190 commercial jet — the Lineage 1000, which has just started flying for two unnamed clients in Asia. When the programme was launched several years ago, discerning Asian tycoons were quick to pick up on the aircraft’s versatility and excellent valuefor-money proposition. As a result, two Lineage 1000s have now started flying in the Asia Pacific region — one for a Chinese owner and one based in Indonesia. These undisclosed clients are likely to be but the first among many to come; another Lineage is already scheduled for delivery to China in early 2012. All this buzz comes hot on the heels of the Civil Aviation Administration of China’s type certification for the aircraft. Embraer bets on the Lineage 1000



T



soaring in China, since owners there prefer large cabin, long-range business jets — ideally airliner variants. These aircraft offer the ultimate in luxurious living, size and status, the key ingredients for commercial success in Asia’s dynamic business jet markets. While its airline cousin carries around 90 passengers, the Lineage 1000 provides a much more exclusive and expansive experience. With maximum seating for 19 (though even this would be rare), the VIP jet is only marginally smaller than competing planes, such as the Airbus Corporate Jet (ACJ) or the Boeing Business Jet (BBJ). Yet, on the inside — where it counts most for the owner — the Lineage 1000’s cabin is five feet longer than that of the BBJ. This extra space gives it an edge over pure-play business jets, especially with customers who are looking for airborne homes and offices.



OPPOSITE PAGE The owner of a Lineage 1000 can enjoy various personalised configurations, such as a lounge that feels like a living room, a bedroom and comfortable bathroom THIS PAGE Fine dining is possible with a galley featuring the latest appliances and an optional spacious dining area



JETGALA
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Fully equipped privacy zones are a defining feature of the cabin interiors



ASIAN TYCOONS WERE QUICK TO PICK UP ON THE AIRCRAFT’S VERSATILITY AND EXCELLENT VALUE-FORMONEY PROPOSITION

STYLISH AND AFFORDABLE To convert its successful workhorse into a state-of-the-art private jet, Embraer hired award-winning UK design house Priestman Goode to develop an interior that can adapt to many situations. There is a wide range of options, such as two bedrooms, plus a living salon and a boardroom. Or how about a stand-up shower and three lavatories, including one for the crew? The spacious galley also lends itself to fine dining, and it is likely that a stateroom for entertaining guests will be a popular option at this level of indulgence. The interior outfitting can add millions to the base price of a VIP aircraft, and it follows that the bigger the cabin is, the more expensive the outfitting will be. Embraer, though, has been determined to keep costs down by using a modular theme and system. Priestman Goode ensured that the Lineage 1000 can feel like a private home, having redesigned the entrance hallway to make it a more personal and elegant greeting area. The cabin is fully connected for WiFi, so passengers can make calls or surf the Web when travelling — as well as receive and send faxes.
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SPECIFICATION LENGTH WINGSPAN HEIGHT CABIN LENGTH CABIN WIDTH CABIN HEIGHT MAXIMUM RANGE* MAXIMUM SEATING MAXIMUM CRUISE SPEED CERTIFIED CEILING TAKE-OFF DISTANCE** MAXIMUM TAKE-OFF WEIGHT * 8 passengers, M 0.78, NBAA IFR Reserves ** MTOW, SL, ISA



IMPERIAL 118.90 FT 94.23 FT 34.68 FT 1011.81 IN 105.12 IN 78.74 IN 4,400 NMI 2 + 19 540 MPH 41,000 FT 6,135 FT 120,152 LBS



METRIC 36.24 M 28.72 M 10.57 M 25.70 M 2.67 M 2.00 M 8,149 KM



869 KM/H (469 KNOTS) 12,497 M 1,870 M 54,500 KG



SHANGHAI FLIGHTS

The Brazilian manufacturer is working hard to win government approval to assemble its Legacy 600 and 650 business jets at Harbin Embraer in China, a joint venture between Embraer and Harbin Aircraft. Until recently, it assembled the Embraer ERJ-145 commercial airliner for use by some of China’s domestic airlines. So far, there are three Legacy 600 flying for Chinese owners, with two more to come later this year. At the time of writing, the manufacturer is aiming for a CAAC ticket for the upgraded version of the 600 — the Legacy 650 — before the end of 2011. The very first one of these fast, long-range executive jets will be owned and flown by movie legend Jackie Chan, and is the first one to enter service in Asia. With such an iconic brand ambassador promoting Embraer jets in our region, the Lineage 1000 too will see a ‘Rush Hour’ from affluent buyers due to its winning combination of luxury, size and competitive price.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Fly-by-wire technology includes Computerized Aircraft Flight Manual and a touch-screen cursor control device to direct and query avionics The cabin interiors ensure flexibility and comfort in a business setting The lounge also features a credenza with a 32-inch LCD screen



SUPERPOWER The Lineage 1000 is powered by two General Electric CF34-10E7-B engines and has a range of 4,500 nautical miles (8,334 km), meaning it can fly non-stop on routes such as Beijing-Dubai and Hong Kong-Sydney. To adapt it to the VIP market, the manufacturer added extra fuel tanks, nearly doubling the aircraft’s standard range. Other notable benefits are that it is an exceptionally quiet aircraft, able to fly into many airports which are otherwise inaccessible to competing aircraft in its class due to noise restrictions. The jet has many other great attributes, including excellent airfield capabilities. It can use shorter runways, such as those found in London City Airport and in New York’s ‘executive aviation only’ Teterboro Airport. The Lineage 1000 is equipped with the latest electronic fly-by-wire flight-control system and noise-dampening system. Pilots get the added bonus of Honeywell’s Primus Epic avionics, which work alongside a Class 2 Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) and other cutting-edge technologies for lower workload and increased safety. Luxury comes in many tastes, shapes and sizes. The Lineage 1000 offers the best of all.
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NEWCRUISE HAMBURG

Robert La Bua



C RATTIS I ND E U I TU G

A GERMAN YACHT DESIGNER TAKES FLIGHT WITH ORIGINALITY AND FINESSE
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OPPOSITE The comforting shelter of a tree is expressed in this interior design concept for a Bombardier Global Express FROM TOP Soothing earth tones are used to create a calm environment The leaf motif runs throughout all areas of the aircraft, even in the washroom



or Newcruise, a prominent German design firm specialising in yacht interiors, branching out into aircraft interiors was a challenge the team was happy to take on. Yachts and jets offer very limited space, enveloped in a technologically demanding exterior. The project to outfit a Bombardier Global Express was therefore seen as an almost natural progression. Katharina Raczek, a partner and designer at Newcruise, says, “We had several discussions about jet interior design with various yacht clients, which brought us to the idea of developing our own styling. It was very exciting to explore what a Newcruise interpretation of this special field of interior design would be.” The Newcruise view of contemporary jet interiors comes across as fresh and exciting, and



F



goes beyond a purely aesthetic appeal. Expanding on current trends in environmental living, it incorporates several metaphysical elements and projects an almost meditative aspect. Reconciling an unconventional approach to private jet interiors, limitations in allowed materials and the specialised workmanship required to bring it to life presented challenges. Raczek describes the attitude the team brought to the job: “It is our German precision, reliability, and loyalty, combined with our passion for design and originality as well as devotion to detail. This combination makes us an efficient partner.” Newcruise adopted a natural motif as the overall design theme in the form of leaves blowing in the wind. “I always had this vision of blowing leaves in my head,” says Raczek. “In principle, we start with a philosophic concept which is continued >>
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The designer’s plans require various special skills, such as inlaying, embroidery and leather sculpting



THE INLAYS IN THE MACASSAR EBONY ARE EXECUTED IN FINE METAL AND LACQUER



Katharina Raczek, prinicpal interior designer of Newcruise



SAILING WITH OSCARS

The trio leading Newcruise — Frank EH Neubelt, Roland Krueger and Katharina Raczek — have succeeded in creating a name well known in the yacht industry. Nearly all of its yacht designs have been nominated for major industry awards, and many have won. Its 34-metre Xanadu II and the 26-metre Opium have both garnered the International Superyacht Design Award, the Oscars of the yacht industry. It was Raczek who, as the company’s principal interior designer, spearheaded the Bombardier Global Express interiors concept. With many yacht interior designers slowly venturing into private jet interior design, Newcruise just might build a reputation as respected in the air as it is on water.



>> through the project; this is one of our biggest strengths. The image of a tree and its blowing leaves unifies the need of man to feel sheltered, especially in a transportation vehicle, which still makes some people feel uncomfortable, and shows a link to the surrounding element — air.” She elaborates further: “Important to us in this first concept was that we achieve a symbiosis of the use of standard materials certified for aviation and something very artistic through our use of details.” The attention to detail is remarkable. Walls and overhead compartments are detailed in leather with the tree and leaves sculpted into it by hand with a knife. The technique allows for varying shades of the leather tone which creates the picture. The inlays in the Macassar ebony are executed in fine metal and lacquer. Embroidered leaves give even a standard chair its right place in this concept. Everything is done without reinventing the wheel but still results in a unique ambience. But the balance of materials and detailing needs to be kept in proportion. The team believes that if there are outstanding visible details, no special materials are needed to



illustrate the concept. If the brief calls for a very calm design which demands extremely luxurious and outstanding materials, they need to speak for themselves. Based in Hamburg, Newcruise can take advantage of a long-standing tradition of yachting, aviation and craftsmanship. The city is home to Germany’s largest marina for pleasure craft, located in nearby Wedel, and the headquarters of Lufthansa Technik, itself a grand name in aircraft completions. Raczek realises the advantages: “Design, construction plans and problems can be discussed face to face. Furthermore, flight connections provide easy access to other completion centres all around the world.” The fact that many yacht owners also own or aspire to have a private jet offers yacht designers and completion specialists a ready pool of prospective aviation clients. Combine that with contemporary interpretations of interior design and a heritage of precision and professionalism, and one can see why companies like Newcruise are bound to make a name for themselves in what is otherwise a highly exclusive and extremely discreet business field.
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SUKHOI BUSINESS JET

by Rainer Sigel



In entering the business aviation market, Sukhoi builds on its solid reputation as a manufacturer of fighter jets
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EASTERN



PROMISE

A SURPRISE CONTENDER SHAKES UP A BIG TICKET MARKET SEGMENT
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FROM TOP The roomy cabin of the Sukhoi Superjet 100 lends itself easily to VIP seating configurations With the help of Comlux America, Sukhoi offers three pre-designed cabin variants



SUKHOI PRESENTS THE AIRCRAFT IN THREE PRE-DESIGNED CABIN LAYOUTS, IN COOPERATION WITH THE COMLUX COMPLETION TEAM



T



he ultra-large corporate jet market used to be a relatively straightforward business place, shared between the ACJ 318-320 line-up by Airbus and Boeing’s 737 evolution, the BBJ. In May 2009 however, it all changed with the first delivery of Embraer’s Lineage 1000, based largely on the Brazilian manufacturer’s highly successful Embraer 190 passenger jet. At the recent NBAA Show in Las Vegas, things became even more interesting. First Bombardier, makers of the iconic Learjet, Challenger and Global business jet brands, announced that they are considering a corporate version of their 110- to 130-seat CSeries commercial airliner. Then came the big surprise of the show: Russia’s Sukhoi announced a firm launch order for two executive versions of its new Superjet 100, with two more options on the books. The surprise launch customer for the Sukhoi Business Jet is Comlux, a prominent name in corporate jet
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charters, completions and aircraft management. How did that happen? On the surface, it seems somewhat adventurous. A new business jet, made in Russia — albeit with engines, avionics and other parts supplied by Western manufacturers — but with still relatively few airlines on its client list. How about getting it serviced? Competently crewed? Let alone certified in a growing number of highly important emerging private aviation markets, such as China, India, Brazil? Pricing will have played a significant role in the decision. But a closer look also reveals some of the relative advantages of the aircraft. Its cabin size of 3.24 metres width by 2.12 metres height puts it ahead of the Lineage 1000. However, it comes in less roomy than the BBJ and the even slightly larger Airbus ACJ 320. Its range is impressive — the VIP version is projected to fly 4,250 nm with NBAA IFR reserves at Mach 0.78 and eight passengers — an easy hop from Singapore to practically anywhere in the Indian Ocean, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific region.



Alternatively, the Corporate version is forecast to fly 3,500 nm with 38 passengers. All very solid numbers. In cooperation with the Comlux America completion team in Indianapolis, Sukhoi presents the aircraft in three pre-designed cabin layouts. The Corporate layout provides for a comfortable environment for up to 38 passengers, and is capable of a range of up to 3,500 nautical miles. A more specialised Government version would see the number of passengers reduced to a maximum of 19, but comes with an improved range of up to 4,000 nautical miles. This particular layout features a private bedroom with en-suite lavatory, an office space with a lounge, and forward first-class seating for up to 15 passengers. The top-of-the line interior layout, called VIP, would very comfortably transport eight passengers up to 4,250 nautical miles. Owners and guests of the Sukhoi Business Jet in this configuration will enjoy a full aft bedroom with a spacious private washroom and shower, a private >>



Now the Sukhoi Superjet 100, known for its performance and environmental standards, can boast ultra-luxurious comfort
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SPECIFICATION LENGTH WINGSPAN HEIGHT CABIN LENGTH CABIN WIDTH CABIN HEIGHT MAXIMUM RANGE (1) WITH IFR RESERV ES MAXIMUM (PASSENGER) SEATING MAXIMUM CRUISE SPEED CERTIFIED CEILING TAKE-OFF DISTANCE MAXIMUM TAKE-OFF WEIGHT



IMPERIAL 98.23 FT 91.21 FT 33.73 FT 803.28 IN 127.40 IN 83.46 IN



METRIC 29.94 M 27.80 M 10.28 M 20.42 M 3.24 M 2.12 M



77,880 KM (4,250 NMI) - VIP (4,000 NMI) - Government, 6,490 KM (3,500 NMI) - Corporate 8 (VIP), 19 (GOVERNMENT), 38 (CORPORATE) 534 MPH 40,000 FT 6,732 FT 109,079 LB 860 KM/H 12,190 M 2,052 M 49,450 KG
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OPPOSITE The bizjet is designed and outfitted to be a strong rival to the Embraer’s Lineage 1000, which sports similar cabin size and range THIS PAGE A unified interior theme is used throughout all spaces in the cabin



FIGHTING FIT

Comlux President Richard Gaona opted for the Sukhoi Business Jet because, for the cost involved, it offers the largest cabin interior in its class. “It gives customers a large-cabin option from London to New York, or Moscow to Dubai, at a lower price point than an Airbus or Boeing,” he explains. He has no issues with becoming the launch customer for the first-ever business jet made in Russia: “If it’s as good as Sukhoi’s fighters, it will be an excellent solution.” The first two charter aircraft will initially be marketed in Russia and its Eastern European neighbours, and Comlux may add more orders if market acceptance develops as expected. The company is an internationally recognised name in the large-cabin executive charter business, and currently offers a refitted Boeing 767 based in Aruba, five ACJ 320s and several Bombardier Global and Challenger aircraft, along with a Dassault Falcon 900LX.



>> office and a mid-cabin dining/meeting area with seating for six. A forward lounge and conference area with a bar and guest lavatory rounds up the deluxe passenger cabin. For all three configurations, the crew has a separate forward lavatory, as well as an enclosed galley to work in. All interior concepts shown at NBAA have a contemporary, airy and welcoming look and feel to them. Italian-designed, they offer a choice of several wood tones, plush carpets and leather seating in beige or off-white. Emphasis is given to spaciousness and open passageways, with an overall attitude of luxury and comfort. Window shades are spread over two windows, adding to the grand cabin feel. Sukhoi is also offering bespoke options for the interior, and even the exact interior configuration of the first two Comlux aircraft on order has not yet been revealed. The aircraft is powered by two PowerJet turbo-fans, manufactured by a joint venture between France’s Snecama and NPO Saturn of Russia. Performance is impressive, with a high speed rating of Mach 0.81 (465 kts or 860 km/h), and a maximum ceiling of 40,000 feet. The flight deck of the Sukhoi Business Jet is equipped with a full Thales avionics suite, comprising five large displays, class II electronic flight bags and Swift broadcast satcom. With several new entrants lining up to compete in this particular aircraft segment, such as China’s Comac C919 twin jet or Mitsubishi’s planned MRJ90 regional jet — along with the upcoming re-engined Airbus A320neo and Boeing’s 737 MAX editions — Sukhoi and its partner Alenia Aeronautica have their work cut out for them. Yet, based on what was shown at NBAA and backed by the endorsement of Comlux, they had a solid start. It bodes well for the future.
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YOSHIHIDE MUROYA

by Roger Norum



SAFE PLAY

ONE OF JAPAN’S TOP PILOTS IS CHANGING THE FACE OF AERIAL ACROBATICS

All images by Taro Imahara/TIPP unless otherwise stated
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“MY LIFE IS THE PILOT’S LIFE — BUT IT’S NOT FOR EVERYONE,” admits Yoshihide Muroya in his hometown of Fukushima, Japan. ‘Yoshi’ has become one of Asia’s biggest stars in the field of aerial acrobatics — a field highly underrepresented by Asian pilots. The young aviator earned his flying licence in the US at the age of 20, but it was only after witnessing the top-level flyers at the Breitling 1995 World Cup in Japan that he was really turned on to daredevil flying. He met aerobatic bigwigs Jurgis Kairys and Patrick Paris, under whom he would later train. “I already had my licence, and thought I could fly pretty good,” Yoshi recalls. “But I was shocked when I saw that compared to them, my skill was like that of a baby.” A decade of hard work and commitment paid off. In 2007, Yoshi signed a contract with Red Bull Japan and became a World Grand Prix solo pilot and the first Asian pilot to fly in the Red Bull Air Race World Championships. Last year, Yoshi competed at the 2011 Riga FAI Elite Aerobatic Formula — no small feat, as only nine pilots around the world are invited by the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale to compete.



“I AM ALWAYS TRYING TO PUT MYSELF IN COMPETITIVE SITUATIONS ALONG WITH PILOTS MORE HIGHLY SKILLED THAN I AM”

But flying is not all fun and games, of course; being a top pilot is very hard work. “One needs to train hard, and needs a lot of experience of flying under various conditions,” Yoshi cautions. “You also have to be physically strong to fly at the highest level of competition in aerobatic championships with its very heavy G-forces.” Yoshi respects many top pilots, but also looks up to people in other industries — Major Leaguer Ichiro Suzuki, for example — who “know the tricks to make life fun and easy”, as Yoshi puts it. “I think everybody takes their own risks. In my case it is just that the risks are rather easy to recognise.” >>



Japanese acrobatic pilot Yoshihide Muroya, seen here in Windsor, Canada, has competed in prestigious air races around the world
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BELOW Muroya was one of the four new pilots who entered the Red Bull Air Race World Championship in 2009 As a Red Bull Air Race rookie at the time, Muroya’s performance exceeded expectations when he competed at Budapest, Hungary in 2009

Image (c) Russell Cheyne/AP Images/ Red Bull Content Pool



>> To this end, Yoshi’s wife and three daughters remain very understanding of his life’s choices. He generally spends the off-season winters at home with them, where he also finds time to catch up on the search for creativity — something he finds crucial to his work. And Yoshi admits that he has much to learn. “I am always trying to put myself in competitive situations along with pilots more highly skilled than I am so that I can learn more and more all the time. And this way I make some great relationships with top pilots all over the world.” But Yoshi, who has held some 185 air shows and has been competing in top aerobatic championships since 2003, doesn’t just want to become the world’s best skilled pilot. In addition to his own flying, he also maintains a real commitment to fostering interest in acrobatic aviation and safety in his homeland.



YOSHI LOOKS UP TO PEOPLE IN OTHER INDUSTRIES — MAJOR LEAGUER ICHIRO SUZUKI, FOR EXAMPLE — WHO “KNOW THE TRICKS TO MAKE LIFE FUN AND EASY”
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HE MAINTAINS A REAL COMMITMENT TO FOSTERING INTEREST IN ACROBATIC AVIATION AND SAFETY IN JAPAN



WHEN I GROW UP

Japanese pilot Yoshihide ‘Yoshi’ Muroya has dreamed of flying for as long as he can remember. “When I was a child, I was crazy about the Japanese military science fiction anime series Mobile Suit Gundam,” Yoshi recalls. “The series’ hero Amuro Ray really triggered my aspirations to become a pilot. “Around the same time, I had the opportunity to see and sit in a real airplane cockpit, which sealed my desire to become a pilot. I started trying to fly by using handmade wings on a bicycle or by just jumping off from the trees.” Now, nearly 30 years later, Yoshi has definitely moved up.



Muroya competes in San Diego in 2009



Becoming respected in Asia has been a struggle for many Japanese pilots. After World War II, the Japanese aviation industry was dismantled, while talented aviation personnel such as pilot engineers were faded out under the nation’s strategy. Since then, only the commercial airline industry has been rebuilt. Yoshi hopes one day to help change the perception of acrobatic aviation in Japan and further afield. “We need to build sport aviation as part of our national culture to help make aviation more popular,” he says. “This will be the foundation of a better aviation industry, which will help contribute to the growth of Asia.” Yoshi hopes to set up a Japan-based aerobatic training centre in order to ensure that there are more Asian aerobatic pilots. In his words, “We are not stunt men, we are sportsmen. Safety is paramount to play.”
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SAUDI PRIVATE AVIATION

by Sandy Tan



ROYAL TRENDS

INNOVATIVE CHARTER COMPANIES ARE CHANGING PRIVATE AVIATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST
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WHILE THE WORLD’S EXPECTANT EYES look to China, Russia, India and Brazil for continued growth and wealth, the Middle East enjoys enviable prospects for the ultimate symbol of prosperity — private aviation. The region reports stability and a positive outlook on purchasing trends, not just for private aircraft ownership but increasingly for private charter services, especially so in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabian Airlines’ charter arm, Saudi Private Aviation (SPA) is one of the key charter operators breaking ground in the region. Head of SPA and Vice President of Royal and VIP affairs Wadji Abdullah Al-Idrissi tells Jetgala that the Middle East’s private aviation industry has performed well in the past three years. This has been brought about by regional economic growth, new governmental development projects and increased GNP due to surging oil prices. The number of high net worth individuals in the Middle East grew by 10.4 per cent to 0.4 million in 2010, while wealth jumped by 12.5 per cent to USD1.7 trillion, according to the World Wealth Report 2011 by Capgemini and Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management. All this points to an increased potential market for companies like SPA. Its parent company is almost 70 years old, yet SPA is a relatively new player in private aviation, having been formed only in 2009. But Al-Idrissi says that its strategic geographical location and a regularly upgraded private jet fleet have helped SPA meet the region’s demands. From 2010 to 2011, it saw steady growth in flights to domestic destinations, such as Jeddah, Riyadh and Dammam. Its customers have also marked Dubai, Bahrain, Paris, Geneva and London as preferred leisure and business destinations. SPA’s recent addition of the Hawker 400XP to its fleet represents a strategy to further break into the market and offer more versatile flight options. Its spacious cabin, a cruise speed of 400 knots and fuel-efficient engines make it an ideal choice for businessmen who travel not more than three hours within the Middle East and between domestic airports. “We did select the Hawker 400XP due to its reasonable price for private air charter,” says Al-Idrissi. Avinode, a Sweden-based >>



SPA’S RECENT ADDITION OF THE HAWKER 400XP TO ITS FLEET REPRESENTS A STRATEGY TO FURTHER BREAK INTO THE MARKET



A new addition to SPA’s fleet, the Hawker 400XP is the fastest of light business jets Lightweight executive jets are an ideal choice for shorter flights, which are gaining popularity among countries such as Egypt and Turkey
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Many charter companies like Saudi Private Aviation are gaining ground in Saudi Arabia The Hawker 400XP features larger head and shoulder room with a flat floor for comfort and ease Wadji Abdullah Al-Idrissi, Head of SPA and Vice President of Royal and VIP affairs



SAUDI ARABIA REMAINS A TIGHTLY CONTROLLED MARKET WHERE THE MAJORITY OF AIRCRAFT ARE PRIVATELY OWNED

>> international online marketplace for air charter professionals, says historical trends in the Middle East persist with heavy- to mid-size jets and long-haul flights dominating. But aircraft like the 400XP are expected to gain in popularity over the next five years, with demand for shorter flights between such countries as Turkey and Egypt increasing, as their manufacturing base grows. Saudi Arabia remains a tightly controlled market where the majority of aircraft are privately owned. But industry analysts reckon that operators like SPA could be a catalyst for change. “With existing legitimate private aviation companies like SPA, the need to own a private jet reduces, given reasonable and comparable costs to purchasing a new aircraft,” says Al-Idrissi. “New modern executive jets, competitive pricing and the desire of travelling fast and travelling with prestige are reasons why Middle Eastern passengers continue to opt for private air charter.” He remains optimistic despite economic complexities that have upset aviation activities in traditional markets such as the United States and Europe. Another challenge for charter companies is the prevalence of grey charter in the Middle East, especially within Saudi Arabia. SPA has pushed for tighter laws and regulations by the General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA), to eliminate this practice. With its own unique opportunities and challenges, the Middle East remains a most interesting market to watch this year, with SPA being one of the main players to look out for.
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SPA is lining the skies with top-notch private executive jets to meet the demands of the Middle Eastern market



PRIVATE & PRIVILEGED

Additional perks and customised services are one of the biggest draws of private charter. In July 2011, Saudi Private Aviation partnered with SAPTCO Limo to provide chauffeured limousine travel to its clients, and started to collaborate with major hotels worldwide. While all private aviation clients demand safety, confidentiality and flexibility of schedule, personalised service and privileges can make a difference in selecting one private air charter over the other.
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA CHARTER OPTIONS

by Katrina Balmaceda



A SFIID A T I A L C O N EN

ABOVE Private air charter is expected to grow in South-east Asia this year, notably in Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia

Image courtesy of ExecuJet Australia



SOME OF THE FASTEST WAYS TO SAFELY NAVIGATE OUR REGION'S DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY

SPY FILM TECHNOLOGY ASIDE, there are few places on earth as private and eavesdrop-proof as the cabins of one’s personal jet. Up there, business discussions and intimate conversations proceed with minimal interruption or risk of information leaks. This advantage is increasingly being recognised in South-east Asia, where private aviation activity is growing faster than anywhere. Our region being dotted with beautiful tropical islands and difficult-to-reach exotic destinations, a significant part of private aircraft usage is for pleasure. Albert Kwong, marketing director of Hong Kong-based charter operator Asia Jet, says that from 2010 to 2011, its flights to Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh City, Phuket and Manila increased by 74 per cent; 65 per cent of these were for business and the rest for leisure. Thailand-based Mjets takes advantage of its location in the Mekong region to fly customers on luxurious holidays, adventurous vacations or, for clients who desire privacy and can spare little time, one-day trips — something impossible to facilitate via commercial flights. While Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar and Laos are popular destinations, more and more of Mjets’ clients are also hiring aircraft to fly to the Maldives, Sri Lanka and India.
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With South-east Asia’s numerous islands, private aircraft is increasingly seen as a convenient choice for leisure travel

Image courtesy of Asia Jet



Charter companies typically have a variety of aircraft for different trip durations and destinations

Image courtesy of Metrojet



With the region’s diverse geography and topography, there is a growing need for a wider variety of aircraft to navigate different routes and runway lengths and schedule trip durations. The cabins need to accommodate couples, families or corporate groups, and this is where aircraft charter operators become invaluable. Charter outfits typically offer a varied fleet and are able to advise clients on choosing an aircraft type as well as on planning efficient itineraries. Most provide on-board Internet and satellite communications, entertainment devices, deluxe food catering and even personal attendants. And, of course, limousine transfers to and from the airport. Even owners of private jets may from time to time hire a helicopter to reach a more remote destination, or a longer-range plane to fly non-stop to a more distant country. Those who have just made the decision to purchase brand new aircraft may have to wait a few years to receive it. The solution for both scenarios is private charter. On the other hand, South-east Asians who — whether for business, pleasure or both — are considering private aircraft ownership would do well to try things out first through charter to experience first hand the value of time saved and business deals expedited, and the peace of mind that comes with safety, privacy and flexibility.



On-demand charter is often recommended for those who travel fewer than 100 hours a year and require the utmost flexibility in finances and schedules. This lets you book trips one at a time and usually lets you choose the type of aircraft to use without signing a long-term agreement or membership scheme. Another option is block charter, usually chosen by frequent travellers and corporations, in which one buys a certain number of flight hours to be used over a given period of time. One step further is fractional ownership of an aircraft operated by the charter company, which lets you share the expenses and profits with other owners, and may even come with a buy-back guarantee. We look at the choices within the region: AVWEST Operating from Perth Airport, Australia, AVWest’s AsiaPacific fleet includes a 12-passenger Bombardier Challenger 604 for flights to Jakarta, Singapore or Hong Kong; a Hawker 800XP for six to eight passengers flying to Jakarta, Singapore or Kuala Lumpur; and a Gulfstream GIV-SP with two separate cabin areas for up to 13 guests on non-stop flights to most Asian countries. >>
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Private charter operators can offer fine cuisine and drinks on board

Images courtesy of Metrojet



EXECUJET Headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, ExecuJet uses Australia as one of its bases for flights to and within South-east Asia. Aircraft heading to Singapore, Bali or Kuala Lumpur are a nine-passenger Bombardier Challenger 604 that flies from Perth, and a 13-seater Gulfstream IV-SP that takes off from Melbourne. Aircraft for Singapore-bound flights also include a Gulfstream G550 for eight (VIP seating) or 16 departing from Melbourne and a Global Express XRS for 14 passengers from Sydney. Conversely, those flying from Singapore to Sydney, Beijing or Mumbai can fly on a Falcon 900 that can take 13. JET AVIATION For its Asia operations, Switzerland-based Jet Aviation offers a mid-size Gulfstream G200 for two pilots, a flight attendant and eight to 10 passengers on 7.5-hour trips. It also offers an Excel Sikorsky S-76 helicopter. METROJET Metrojet manages a Bombardier Challenger 605, Gulfstream G200, G300, G450, Cessna Citation and Boeing Business Jet, with seven of its 25-strong fleet available for charter. Based in Hong Kong, it flies to all majorSouth-east Asian cities. MJETS Mjets offers a Cessna Citation CJ3, Citation X and Citation Bravo for trips from its base in Don Muang International Airport, Bangkok to as far as China or Korea. A Piper Malibu can be hired for trips within Thailand. A new CJ4 joins the fleet this year, and for long-haul trips beyond the Mekong region, Mjets is looking at acquiring either a Gulfstream V/550 series or a Bombardier Global Express. PREMIAIR Indonesia-based PremiAir offers an Embraer Legacy 600 for 13 passengers on non-stop trips to North Asia and Australia, an 18-seat Embraer 120 Brasilia for trips to smaller cities in Indonesia or to more remote locations, and a 12-passenger Cessna Grand Caravan certified for unprepared airfields. For larger corporate groups of up to 35 passengers, PremiAir has a Fokker F100 Executive Jet divided into VIP and business class sections, operating throughout South-east Asia, North Asia and Australia.
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THE CASE FOR CARDS

As business aviation activity rises in Asia, many passengers are finding it convenient to use prepaid jet cards, which let them book trips swiftly as and when they need to fly. Jet cards come with a minimum purchase price, which is equivalent to a number of flying hours. In Asia, the pioneering jet card programme is run by Hong Kongbased Asia Jet, which offers Platinum, Black and Corporate cards depending on the number of hours purchased. The card expedites agreement processes and booking times, and adds privileges such as being able to choose a jet size for each trip, priority booking, complimentary jet ambulance usage and preferential pricing on partner charter fleets and helicopters. Asia Jet’s fleet includes a Gulfstream G300 heavy jet for up to 12 passengers on 7.5-hour trips, a super-mid size Gulfstream G200 for transporting up to 10 passengers on seven-hour trips, and a mid-size Cessna XLS+ with room for six to seven passengers and a 3.5-hour range, suitable for short trips within South-east Asia. Asia Jet is awaiting delivery of a brand new G200 and G800 and is considering opening offices in Singapore, Malaysia or Indonesia this year.
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DESIGN Q’S JAMES BOND JET CONCEPT

by Alison Chambers



LIVE AND LET FLY

AN AIRCRAFT INTERIOR DESIGNER PAYS HOMAGE TO 'Q', JAMES BOND'S FICTIONAL GADGET MASTER

IT WAS VIRAL MARKETING AT ITS BEST when British company Design Q showcased its first in a series of special interiors for the Avro Business Jet (ABJ) at the EBACE 2010 air show. At the recent NBAA show in Las Vegas, it did it yet again, in head-turning fashion. Dubbed the ABJ Q, its latest design aims “to appeal to dynamic and forwardthinking aircraft owners who like to live life in the fast lane”, according to Falko, the manufacturer’s sales arm. The interior of the ABJ Q bristles with technology and gadgets concealed in the hand-crafted furnishings, to be retrieved at a moment’s notice. The lounge in the ABJ Q sports a principal seat, retro and lightweight in style, with a control centre that allows the passenger to change all aspects of the cabin environment with mere intuitive hand movements. Monitors and a refreshment centre, including a wine cabinet, are embedded in bulkheads and appear ‘magically’ at a touch. An attractive barrelled ceiling sports a unique LED lighting system, which delivers a twist on mood and >>

With Design Q’s James Bondinspired interiors concept for the Avro Business Jet, passengers can make monitors appear or disappear ‘magically’ from bulkheads
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The ABJ Q’s work station ensures business confidentiality with a high-tech security system



>> lighting or a full daylight-like working environment. The active desk is equipped with printers, computers and smaller popup monitors. And straight out of Bond too, a fingerprint recognition system is installed to gain secure access to all these items. This system will lock and unlock a safe, created to store documents and valuables. “The ABJ Q challenges preconceived ideas of what constitutes luxury in a business jet interior,” says Design Q director Gary Doy. “The traditional look of bulky volumes and straight line architecture is replaced by tailored seats over lean structural forms in a more eclectic and dynamic layout. There is freshness and excitement in this concept.” For now, this is the fifth and last of the Design Q concepts for the ABJ, all based on the tried and trusted Avro Regional Jet and BAe 146 aircraft manufactured by BAE Systems. Each of the designs has helped to put the venerable 146/RJ right up there in the interiors stakes with the newest and best from dedicated business jet makers. The difference is that a basic Avro RJ can be purchased for around USD4 million. Gary Doy and Design Q co-director Howard Guy came into the aviation business by way of the luxury car
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industry. They both are former employees of Jaguar, where they worked on smart interiors for the S type XK8. In 1997, they were approached by Jenson Cars, a small British company based in the Midlands, which was looking to create some innovative interiors for its sports cars. Giving up a good salary, company car and pension for a brand new company was a risky move, so Guy and Doy decided to diversify their expertise and consider opportunities in complementary industries. This first took them to yachts, where they were fortunate to win a long-term contract with Princess Yachts. But it was their foray into the airline sector, specifically the first and business class cabins of Virgin Atlantic and Cathay Pacific, that would put them onto the radar of BAE Systems and its 146/RJ family. The company invited Design Q to present some new designs to help breathe life into the ageing 146/RJ fleet. Taking into account the aircraft’s generous cabin and no middle exit, this provided an almost blank canvas on which to put creative ideas to work. Design Q’s contract with Falko has come to an end for now, but the company continues its activities in business aviation. Mr Q will pay close attention, no question.



THE REAL DEAL

Bulgaria’s Hemus Air was the first to bring one of Design Q’s VIP conceptual interiors to life for an Avro RJ. Together with engineering company Inflite Engineering, it adopted the design and carried out all the engineering work at its London Stansted Airport facilities. It collaborated with Design Q, which runs a colour and trim department, using the latest in materials and accessories certified for aerospace applications. The aircraft is unique with its wide cabin and cost effectiveness, offering a spacious platform for a range of interior treatments and design philosophies.
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WONG TSU

by Katrina Balmaceda



FROM EAST TO WEST



AN ALMOST FORGOTTEN TALE OF A CHINESE NAVAL CADET WHO BECAME BOEING’S FIRST ENGINEER



Chinese engineer Wong Tsu (1893-1965) was only a young adult when he joined Boeing’s company as its engineer

All images courtesy of The Museum of Flight



THE FIRST TIME WILLIAM BOEING FLEW IN AN AEROPLANE on 4 July, 1914, he was thrilled — and also disappointed. He and his friend George Conrad Westervelt, a US Navy lieutenant who had studied aeronautical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), rode on a push-prop biplane that required them to sit on the wings, and they were convinced that they could make something better. Boeing eventually took flying lessons from aviation pioneer Glenn Martin and bought his first ever aircraft, a Martin seaplane. Not long after the seaplane was shipped to Boeing’s home in Seattle, one of its pontoons was destroyed in flight. Replacement parts would take months to ship. Not one to wait, Boeing decided to build his own aeroplane. The result was the B&W seaplane, named after Boeing and Westervelt, who designed and built it with the help of engineer Herb Munter. Before the project was completed, though, the Navy transferred Westervelt to Washington. Nevertheless, the B&W Bluebill and Mallard seaplanes were completed in 1916, and on 15 July that year, Boeing formed the Pacific Aero Products company, hoping to sell the B&Ws to the Navy. They were rejected. The company’s fortunes might have remained bleak but for two unexpected incidences. One was the US’ entry into World War I, boosting the demand for training aircraft and amphibian planes. The second was the hiring of Chinese engineer Wong Tsu. Born in Beijing, China in 1893, Wong entered a government-run naval academy at the age of 12. A naval cadet at 16, he was sent by the government to England to study advanced ship building and engineering. With WWI raging, Wong was next sent to the US to learn aviation technology through the MIT’s Masters programme in aeronautical engineering. It was through this that Westervelt learnt of Wong and recommended him to Boeing. Wong, who had by this time learnt to fly, joined Boeing in Seattle around 1916 and designed the company’s first commercially successful product, the Model C seaplane. A twin pontoon training seaplane, the Model C ran on a 100-hp Hall-Scott A-7A engine that produced a top speed of 72.7 mph, achieving a 200-mile range and a ceiling of 6,500 feet. It spanned 43 feet 10 inches and was 27 feet long, and it could accommodate two crewmen. Most of all, it captured the US Navy’s interest. To prove the C-trainer’s merits, Boeing’s firm — by then renamed the Boeing Airplane Company — had to demonstrate it at the Navy base in Pensacola, Florida. As the two test planes could not fly that far from Seattle, they had to be
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disassembled, packed in crates, shipped by train and re-assembled on the spot. Munter served as test pilot and operated the Model C amid strong winds and four-foot high waves. Convinced, the Navy bought 51 models — including the Model C-1F, which had two floats beneath each wing and only one pontoon — and the US Army bought two landplane versions. A total of 56 C-trainers were built. The last, christened the C-700, was Boeing’s personal aircraft. On 3 March 1919, he and friend Eddie Hubbard delivered the first international airmail flying the C-700 from Vancouver, Canada to Seattle. Thus, Wong’s invention not only became one of the first American war training seabirds, but was also an international airmail pioneer. As WWI ended, Wong completed two years at the Boeing Airplane Company and returned to his homeland to teach naval aviation and start a factory for amphibian aircraft. As chance would have it, in 1928 the Curtiss-Wright company partnered with the Chinese government to create the China National Aviation Corp (CNAC), with Westervelt at its helm. Wong was appointed CNAC’s chief engineer and worked there for some six years until the government commissioned him to create the Central Hang Zhou Aircraft Manufacturer company, which built bombers for defence against the Japanese. Wong was as much an innovator in China as he was in Seattle. He designed seaplanes and researched wooden pontoon frames and wing structures, fuselage bending and wing loading. He also co-designed the first ever floating dock for amphibian aircraft. In 1944, for lack of conventional aircraft materials, he created a composite material made of bamboo for an aeroplane skin with a wooden structure. Wong was also passionate about spreading aviation knowledge. Thus, after setting up the Chinese Bureau of Aeronautical Research in Chengdu, China, he moved to Taiwan to spend his remaining years teaching aeronautics technology at the National Cheng Kung University, where his name continues to be highly respected today. Back in Seattle, a plaque at Boeing’s Museum of Flight honours Wong’s genius. In a recent talk, Boeing’s son, William Jr revealed amusingly: “Wong Tsu wrote that the one thing that pleased him most when he was interviewed and hired by my father [was that] my father guaranteed his safety in Seattle for one year.” In return, Wong helped kick start the success of a company that is now nearly a century old and a household name in aviation worldwide. A most advantageous bargain, indeed.



LEFT Wong Tsu created the Model C seaplane, Boeing’s first ever commercially successful aeroplane RIGHT William Boeing and Eddie Hubbard in front of the C-700 with a mail sack

Image from The Boeing Company Collection at The Museum of Flight
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HISTORY’S FIRST AIR BRIDGE

by Steve Slater



THE WORLD’S FIRST AIR BRIDGE — AN UNPRECEDENTED AVIATION ACHIEVEMENT

THESE DAYS, IT IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED that whole armies or large numbers of victims of natural tragedies can be provisioned or evacuated by air. Seventy years ago, however, the concept was unheard of. Necessity being the mother of invention, that was to change when in April 1942 the Japanese army occupied Burma and sealed off the Burma Road — the only ground supply route from British-held India to China. If supplies stopped, things would go very badly for the Chinese Army, the China Air Task Force, and the US Army’s 14th Air Force — formerly the 1st American Volunteer Group, or ‘Flying Tigers’. Under the overall command of General Chiang Kai-Shek, they were engaged in a fierce conflict with a force of more than one million Japanese troops. Fuel, ammunition and food were needed urgently, and
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FLYING THE HUMP



the only means left for getting these supplies to them was by air. Thus the world’s first ever ‘air bridge’ was created across the toughest terrain imaginable — the Himalayas. If that were to fail, the China theatre would fall, and massive numbers of Japanese could then be deployed elsewhere in Asia. Failure was not an option. A motley collection of crews and aircraft were quickly assembled, first stationed at the New Malir Air Base near Karachi, and later at Dinjan, a British air base located in India’s upper Assam Valley. In an attempt to talk down the risks, the crews referred to their 530-mile route across the world’s greatest mountain range merely as ‘The Hump’. Crews routinely flew aircraft with a maximum altitude capability of just 16,000 feet, through narrow ranges of mountains over 20,000 feet high. They braved winds of more than 125



ABOVE The Consolidated B-24 Liberator bomber with ‘Davis Wing’ was the basis for the C-87 transport aircraft, heavily used in Hump operations OPPOSITE FROM TOP Douglas C-39s had an interior designed specifically for carrying cargo Douglas C-39s were one of the first deployed aircraft by the Air Transport Command General William H Tunner improved flight operations, which reduced casualties by 50 per cent A twin-engined C-47 Skytrain, which flew across The Hump, receives minor engine repairs during the Berlin Airlift in 1948 The four-engined Douglas C-54 Skymaster, also named the ‘Spirit of Freedom’, successfully traversed The Hump

All images courtesy of the US Air Force



LOSSES WERE STAGGERING — OVER A FOUR-YEAR PERIOD, 509 AIRCRAFT CRASHED, AND 1,314 CREW MEMBERS PERISHED



miles per hour, ferocious turbulence, and — for a quarter of the year — heavy monsoon weather conditions. Radio facilities were basic, navigation aids rudimentary, and much of the mountains, valleys and surrounding dense jungle uncharted. Conditions on the ground were often desperate, the effect of the relentless monsoon rains. Losses were staggering — over a four-year period, 509 aircraft crashed, and 1,314 crew members perished; 1,171 airmen walked out of the mountains and surrounding jungle after bailing out or surviving crashes. 345 more were never heard of again. The early mainstay of the operations was the ubiquitous Douglas C-47, the tough twin-engined transport which served US Forces in every theatre of war. However, in crossing over from the Assam Valley to Kunming in western China, its fuel reserves were stretched >>
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The C-54 Skymaster lands at the Tempelhof airfield during 1948 Berlin Airlift



AN ADDED LEGACY

The twin-engined Curtiss C-46A Commando had a strengthened cargo floor and folding seats for up to 40 troops



>> to the absolute limit. Its restricted operational ceiling meant that crews needed to thread their way through mountain passes with snow-covered pinnacles rising a mile above them. There was no room for error. The twin-engined Curtiss C-46 Commando, introduced later, offered better performance and range than the C-47, but suffered frequent reliability problems in the hot, humid conditions. Many crews struggled home on a single engine. The Consolidated C-87 and C-109 which followed were the first four-engined aircraft to traverse The Hump, transporting thousands of gallons of high-octane aviation fuel for bombers based in China. But they had a fatal flaw — as adaptations of the B-24 Liberator heavy bomber, they had a high-performance ‘Davis Wing’, which worked poorly in the hot, thin air. The aircraft’s take-off performance was so marginal that one pilot, future novelist Ernest K Gann, once came within feet of colliding with the Taj Mahal when his aircraft failed to gain altitude after take-off from Agra. In August 1944 at Kurmitola in
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the Irrawaddy Valley, 10 fuel-laden C-109 aircraft crashed on take-off in a single day. All were destroyed in the ensuing fires. In early 1945, however, a new aircraft transformed the airlift. The Douglas C-54 Skymaster, which later became the DC-4 civilian airliner, offered the same handling characteristics as the C-47, but came with four-engined performance and sufficient range and carrying capacity. At the same time, a new Commanding Officer, Brigadier General William H Tunner, was transforming daily flight operations. He imposed a more disciplined approach to flight planning, employed improved weather reporting and imposed more efficient maintenance procedures. His measures reduced casualty rates by 50 per cent. By the end of the war, Tunner was in charge of over 700 aircraft, frequently flying more than 1,000 sorties a day. A total of 650,000 tons, almost 90 per cent of all supplies to China, were shipped before the Burma Road was reopened in 1945, and the world’s first air lift came to an end.



As a result of his achievements in the China-Burma-India (CBI) theatre, General William H Tunner was deployed to Germany in June 1948. Taking control of the now legendary Berlin Airlift, his efforts held the Western Allies’ sectors of Berlin against a Soviet stranglehold. The Berlin Airlift was kept up from June 1948 to May 1949, delivering 2.3 million tons of food and supplies to Berliners on a total of 278,228 flights. Crew losses stood at 101 — 40 Britons and 31 Americans — most of them the result of 25 aircraft crashes occurring during the operation. Alongside US and British personnel, the airlift involved aircrews from Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa. By the spring of 1949, the effort was succeeding and the Soviets finally lifted the blockade in May 1949. Germany was divided by what became known as the ‘Iron Curtain’, resulting in two separate German states, only to be reunited in 1990. General Tunner’s efforts not only changed the course of Cold War history, but created a template for air support which is still widely used today.
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CAPTAIN SPEAKING...

FREEDOM TO WONDER



f you ever find yourself at Cessna Aircraft Company’s facility in Independence, Kansas, you will notice a large sign on the production building that reads: ‘Aviation Means Independence’. One meaning is no doubt a reference to where the airplanes are manufactured. But there is a broader correlation to private aviation, and why it is different — freedom. Global business has created an extremely dynamic environment, to which private aviation is the perfect complement. It allows entrepreneurs to capitalise on opportunities others can’t. Just think of all the waiting required when travelling commercial, where opportunities pass you by before you even get through the often mindless ‘security’. I recently crewed a trip for my company where in five days we visited seven of our plants, spread throughout every corner of the United States. After doing some math, I concluded that visiting those same locations via commercial airlines would have taken nine days. Tedium, wrecked nerves and lost luggage included. Freedom allows users of private aviation to change their schedule as and when they need it. Did your business meeting finish early and now you’d like to get home instead of staying another night? Are you on holiday and having such a splendid time that you decide to extend your stay? No problem, simply let your crew know and they will rework your arrangements. Pilots like me are well versed in everchanging itineraries, and we live by the words of a gentleman named Verne Jobst: “Flexible is much



I



too rigid; in aviation you have to be fluid.” For a very organised personality, constant change was something I needed to get used to when I began my private aviation career in 2004. That year marked the beginning of unprecedented growth in private aviation. As a pilot for an aircraft manufacturer, my schedule would change daily, since we had to adapt to the needs of current and potential customers. I recall getting a call one day while packing my bag for a leisurely three-day trip to Mexico. I was told that instead of experiencing the warm Mexican coast, I was now to catch an airline flight to the snowcovered terrain of Sapporo to pick up a jet. It’s all in a day’s work. Aviation technology is evolving at a blistering pace, and one of the most exciting aspects of private aviation is that it provides the freedom and incentive to innovate. Compare what is available on board a private aircraft today versus the technology that was around 10 years ago. Electronic charts, data-link communication and weather, synthetic vision, Internet and Blu-ray are just a few examples of amenities that have come to the market over the past few years. Every pilot is a gadget geek, so we love having access to these technologies on the aircraft. It’s exciting to think of all the possibilities the market will bear in the future. The opportunities and freedom private aviation provides are endless. No other means of transportation can provide the flexibility and utility to its users. Which is why, after seven years, I am still so very excited to be a part of it.
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PILOTS LIKE ME LIVE BY THE WORDS OF A GENTLEMAN NAMED VERNE JOBST: “FLEXIBLE IS MUCH TOO RIGID; IN AVIATION YOU HAVE TO BE FLUID.”
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THE HOUSE OF FRANCK MULLER

by Rebecca Skinner



EXPANDING MECHANICAL LIMITATIONS TO CREATE SOME OF THE WORLD’S MOST ICONIC WATCHES



WINNING HANDS

t the start of the 1990s, the arrival of the quartz movement had thrown the centuries old Swiss watchmaking industry into a fight for survival. Many legacy companies were pushed out of the game, yet newcomer Franck Muller was on a roll. The prevailing wisdom was to stick to tradition, but Muller ignored the advice and created the Cintrée Curvex, a new, three-dimensional watch case shape which perfectly matched the curve of the wrist. In 1992, he launched ‘the most complicated wristwatch in the world’ — the 651-part Tourbillon Revolution. It featured a grande and petite sonnerie; a minute repeater; a perpetual calendar programmed to the year 2100 with date, day of the week, month and monthly retrograde equation and leap-year cycle; a 24-hour moon phase indicator; and an internal temperature gauge. He revealed it at his World Premiere, an event in which Muller reveals a timepiece of his creation never before seen in the watchmaking industry. In 1998 he added a chronograph with a 60-minute counter and power-reserve indicators to the Revolution’s striking mechanism and movement and, for the second time, the model was classed as the most complicated wristwatch in the world. In 2007 Muller did it again with the Aeternitas Mega 4 Grande Sonnerie Westminster Carillon — with 1,483 components and 36 complications, 25 visible on the dial and caseback. The model featured a split-seconds chronograph; eternal calendar with retrograde date at 12 o’clock; days, month, 24th day and night indicator; normal leap-year cycle; indication of secular years; moon phases; time equation and two additional time zones. Of course, it also carried two of the most complicated movements a watch could have — a grand tourbillon and a minute repeater. With a price tag of USD2.7 million it became the most expensive watch ever sold outside auction plus, yet again, the world’s most complicated. Watch collector >>



A



The Aeternitas Mega 4 Grande Sonnerie Westminster Carillon features a sun-stamped translucent lacquered white dial and hand-sewn alligator strap
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L-R The large Giga Tourbillon is powered by four 16 mm barrels, 4 mm wider than traditional ones Muller’s diamond-studded watch for ladies



GROWING UP, HIS FAVOURITE PASTIME WAS PULLING APART ANYTHING MECHANICAL, STUDYING IT CLOSELY AND THEN PUTTING IT BACK TOGETHER
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FROM TOP The unique arrangement of numerals in the Crazy Hours dial appears to defy the established order of time Franck Muller started by restoring antique timepieces which gained the trust of private museums, auction houses and private collectors



TODAY HIS WATCHES ARE WORN ON THE WRISTS OF CELEBRITIES INCLUDING ELTON JOHN, DEMI MOORE AND ROBIN WILLIAMS



Michael J Gould flew to Monte Carlo in his private jet to collect the very first model from Franck Muller and his partner, Vartan Sirmakes. Many were surprised by the rapid rise of this young innovator, but for those who had known Muller since boyhood, his success was not unexpected. Growing up, his favourite pastime was pulling apart anything mechanical he could find before studying it closely and then putting it back together. As a teenager he scoured second-hand markets for antique astrological instruments. He studied watchmaking at Geneva’s École d’Horlogerie, leaving with the highest possible distinction. But instead of joining an established watch brand, Muller opted to take his own route by restoring antique



timepieces, gaining the trust of private museums, auction houses and private collectors around the world. In the early ’80s, he started making his own complicated watches under the Franck Genève brand — a tourbillon, a tourbillon with jumping hours, one with a minute repeater, then an inverted tourbillon with minute repeater and perpetual calendar. At the end of the 1980s he met Vartan Sirmakes, who began to design his new case bodies in 1991, creating a new brand, Manufacture Franck Muller. Today his unique watches are seen on the wrists of celebrities including Elton John, Demi Moore, Robin Williams and football manager José Mourinho. The famed timepieces include Revolution 2 and 3, Crazy Hours, Colour Dreams, the Master Banker and the Curvex Minute Repeater Tourbillon, with production limited to 25 pieces. After less than 30 years, this ‘newcomer’ to haute horlogerie makes 40,000 watches a year at six production sites, with 48 exclusive stores around the world and 600 points of sale in more than 100 countries. Muller took a serious gamble when he chose to pave his own route in the very small circle of high-end watch making. What a winning hand it turned out to be.
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CLOSED CIRCUIT

BY RAINER SIGEL in signature Franck Muller style. The convoy was flagged off at the Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore by Thai Ambassador HE Nopadol Gunaribool. After a stop-over at the Palace of the Golden Horses in Kuala Lumpur, the convoy drove on to Penang, welcomed there by Penang Chief Minister Lim Guan Eng. Following an overnight stop, the supercar rally proceeded to Phuket to what was to become the highlight of the trip. Treated with the best of Thai hospitality at The Trisara resort, the first evening saw guests enjoying a family-style Thai dinner by the beach. On the second night came the big blow-out. The entire entourage and invited guests celebrated with a gala dinner, followed by a traditional Thai drum and dance performance, a night of music and dancing and a massive fireworks display. Franck Muller himself was in attendance, mingling and celebrating with his guests. On the return trip, the rally first made a stop in Krabi, followed by a ride down to Penang, the last stop of the tour before the final return to Singapore. Certainly a time to remember, made even more meaningful when the group donated sports equipment to a local school for underprivileged children in Krabi. This spirit of giving was continued when in Penang, drivers not only made a cash donation to a local orphanage, but took its children on an engine-revving spin around town.



ABOVE Franck Muller’s Revolution broke mechanical limitations when it was first released CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT A supercar convoy of more than 60 elite automobiles was flagged off by Franck Muller in Phuket At The Trisara resort in Phuket [L-R]: Chairman of Sincere Brand Management Ltd Hong Kong Kevin Chau, Founder Franck Muller, Oriental Media Group Vietnam Publisher Jade Huynh, Oriental Publishing Singapore Publisher Rainer Sigel, and Executive Chairman of Sincere Watch Ltd Tay Liam Wee Traditional Thai dance performances entertained invited guests at The Trisara resort gala dinner



Luxury brands are masters of customer relations. Celebrity endorsements, cultural sponsorships and lavish client events, many of which we at the magazine attend, form a key part of how brands are perceived by their loyal clientele. Once in a while though, a brand comes up with something very special, different and memorable — in this case, Franck Muller and its long-standing Asian partners, the Sincere Group. A number of top echelon Franck Muller clients from Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong, all of them supercar owners, were treated to a lavish six-day car expedition from Singapore to Malaysia — and on to Thailand. Held in early November 2011, the 2011 Franck Muller Super Car Tour rounded up over 30 elite automobiles, several of which were shipped from Hong Kong to Singapore, the tour’s starting point. The line-up was every highoctane aficionado’s wildest dream, and included the likes of a Ferrari Superamerica F1, a Ferrari F430 Scuderia and the latest Ferrari 458 Italia. Other marques were a rare Pagani Zonda F, a limited edition Mercedes DTM CLK, a Lamborghini Murciélago LP 670-4 SuperVeloce, and a modified Porsche Turbo Cabriolet with over 600 horsepower. The participants travelled 3,000 kilometres in their own rides, with both drivers and cars decked out
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STEPHAN RITZMANN



RISE OF THE INDEPENDENTS

AN APPRECIATION OF INDEPENDENT WATCH BRANDS IS GROWING IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA AND HONG KONG. SINCERE WATCH LIMITED GROUP CEO STEPHAN RITZMANN TALKS ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF DEVELOPING THIS TREND
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Q: Sincere represents several independent watchmakers in Asia. What are your criteria for deciding which independent brands to carry? A brand has to offer a unique proposition and has to have a strong, emotional message. Great people make great brands and we have to like the people behind these creations. It is also important that there are product development plans for sustainability and growth. Q: Among your Asian markets, which country has been most enthusiastic for timepieces by independent watchmakers? What are the main reasons for this? Singapore is home to a sophisticated and demanding base of customers and collectors with an active and enthusiastic demand for independent watch brands. This strong following is reflected through the many watch exhibitions and product launches that have been staged over the past decade, focusing on high-end watchmaking. As a brand builder, we also believe in creating innovative ways to engage consumers to expand their sophistication in watch appreciation. Such efforts are executed via our one-of-a-kind Sincere Watch Academy, where we regularly organise watch colloquiums and workshops. The enthusiasm thrives on as Singapore becomes the fifth largest market for Swiss watch exports; and brands have flagged this city out for important product launches, which further fuels the independent market. Q: Do you find it easier to introduce an independent watch brand to a mature market, or to one at the beginning of the curve? What are the main factors influencing this? There is no definite answer to this, however, Singaporeans’ passion for watches and the sophistication of the collectors certainly helps. A successful launch relies on a matrix that is made up of both internal and external components. Timing, product (aesthetics, innovation, quality and craftsmanship), marketing and the competitive environment are some of the factors which will determine if you have a champion. What I can share as reference is the success story of our exclusive brand, Franck Muller. When Sincere Watch brought Franck Muller to Asia in the early ’90s, the market was not yet familiar with the idea of independent brands. The Sincere brand management team invested resources to educate collectors on the creativity of this watchmaking genius, who won accolades and awards for some of his most ingenious creations such as the Revolution and Crazy Hours.

OPPOSITE PAGE Independent watchmaker Christophe Claret plays with dial arrangements in his DualTow NightEagle and Adagio watches RIGHT Independent brand de Grisogono’s Meccanico dG is a strictly mechanical watch with the appearance of a digital clock



Q: What are the main challenges of selling such watches? What is your usual strategy for overcoming these hurdles? One of the key challenges to selling independent brands is being able to identify and articulate the unique personalities and characteristics of each brand. Sincere has managed to successfully bring many independent brands to the market by making them relevant and by connecting with the target audience through our passionate brand and sales teams. Q: Among the independent watch brands, which ones are your personal favourites and why? It would be impossible to single out a brand since I have the highest respect for these maestros who live their passion and create these masterpieces. The beauty lies in the diversity. This being said, Franck Muller has a special place in my heart. When it first entered the market, it ignited the imagination of collectors by offering mechanical complications never seen before from the mainstream brands and this innovative spirit has continued to define new offerings from the brand. This creative spirit continues to be seen in whimsical pieces like the Crazy Hours, which redefines the conventional ways of telling time, and the stunning new Giga Tourbillon that features an extra-large 20-mm tourbillon beating serenely on the dial. >>



I HAVE THE HIGHEST RESPECT FOR THESE MAESTROS WHO LIVE THEIR PASSION AND CREATE THESE MASTERPIECES
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L-R The 18-carat gold Instrumento N° Uno DF by de Grisogono has a dial studded with 478 black diamonds and a galuchat strap Beneath the dial of de Grisogono’s Otturatore are seconds, date, moon phase and power reserve indicators, which can be displayed one at a time



IN ORDER TO MEET OUR CUSTOMERS’ DEMAND, WE HAVE INVESTED IN MONO-BRAND BOUTIQUES

Q: How have independent watchmakers influenced the watch industry most? How do you think they will help shape it in the future? Independent watchmakers have pushed the boundaries of watchmaking in both design and engineering, bringing novel ideas and concepts to life. They are able to bring to the market products that might not be viable for brands within a larger group. Independents can also stimulate R&D into new materials, engineering innovations and cutting-edge designs. In short, they test new concepts, ideas which cater to an exclusive group of forward-looking collectors who want to break from convention and are willing to pay for the privilege. Q: Independent watchmakers are advocates of teaching the craft of mechanical watchmaking. Where does the Sincere Watch Academy stand on this issue, and what role does it play? The Sincere Watch Academy was established to educate consumers on fine watchmaking via different levels of activities. Working with our brand partners to present unique and credible platforms, the goal for the non-profit entity was our strategy in connecting watch lovers and watch creators on common ground, to meet and exchange views. It will continue to work on this fundamental value of spreading the watch appreciation culture and evolve to play a more active role in presenting more extraordinary cases to the consumers. Q: Watch demand in Asia has started to outstrip production with some brands. How does Sincere deal with the situation to keep customers satisfied and to deliver on promises? This has been an on-going problem in the watch industry where your demand exceeds supply. In order to meet our customers’ demand, we have invested in mono-brand boutiques such as a dedicated Rolex boutique at Hilton Hotel, an Omega boutique in Raffles City and our latest, the Roger Dubuis boutique at Marina Bay Sands Integrated Resorts to answer these demands. Apart from the merchandise, we also believe in providing a more holistic retail experience when customers shop in a mono-brand environment.
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Q: Are independent watchmakers also experiencing this phenomenon of sky-rocketing demand in Asia coupled with insufficient production? The production numbers of the independent brands will always remain relatively small and cannot be compared to mainstream producers. There have been situations where strong demand, especially for specific models, can far exceed production capabilities. Q: Which new markets do you wish to enter in 2012? In which markets do you plan to intensify marketing of independent watch brands? We are looking at market entry strategies for India and Vietnam but our priority remains to continue to strengthen our position in key markets, such as Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand, where we already have a strong, qualitative footprint. Staying true to our DNA of being a luxury watch specialist, we will continue to expand the Franck Muller brand. In fact, key markets such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and South-east Asia already have a strong following for Franck Muller and we are intensifying our efforts to increase that share. As for China, strong foundations have been laid by our brand management team in Hong Kong and brandbuilding efforts will further increase the brand’s presence in one of the world’s most important watch markets. Q: What do you think is the best strategy to grow an independent watch brand in the region? Find the right partner with insights to the market. Forge a strategic partnership with clear business paths and a passionate and committed team to realise the plans.



1.01 Carat Cushion, Fancy Intense Purplish Pink VS1 The Argyle Pink Diamonds Tender 2011



The Argyle pink diamond. Invest in rarity.



AVAILABLE AT GLAJZ - THG SINGAPORE. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. TEL: 65 6734 2033.



WWW.ARGYLEPINKDIAMONDS.COM
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AUDEMARS PIGUET ROYAL OAK OFFSHORE CHRONOGRAPH



The quintessential sports watch is back with a new 44-mm, 18-carat pink gold case — oversized and octagonal — with a black, grooved rubber strap. Chronograph functions include a central sweep seconds hand, a 30-minute counter and 12-hour counter. The flange features a tachometric scale for measuring speed. Seen through a sapphire crystal caseback is the self-winding, 7.16-mm thick Calibre 3126/3840, featuring an instant-jump and fast-adjust date mechanism, 60-hour power reserve and a stop seconds device activated when setting the time.



SPORTS WATCHES

by Dionne Bel



ELITE SPORTS WATCHES WITH THE RIGHT MIX OF TECHNOLOGY, MATERIALS AND AESTHETICS

Scaling mountains, diving the oceans, racing cars and competing on the polo field. The human quest for adventure seems boundless, and those who engage in it — along with those who watch it all from the sidelines — see their timepieces as valuable and useful instruments. Luxury timepieces have long evolved beyond the simple function of telling time to include chronographs, depth measurement, speed recording and more. What better way to express that you are an active, engaged and competitive person than with a sporty, yet Haute Horlogerie, masterpiece? We take a look at eight of them, combining function with the best materials and a timeless, elegant appeal.
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BREGUET MARINE TOURBILLON CHRONOGRAPH 5837



Originally launched in red gold in 2007, the Marine Tourbillon 5837 was the first watch to have a calibre with a silicon escapement (balance spring, escape wheel and lever), together with a titanium tourbillon carriage. This made for a lightweight, shock-resistant and nonmagnetic tourbillon that was easier to regulate as it did not require lubrication. Now introduced in a 42-mm 950 platinum case with rubber strap, the watch is equipped with the hand-wound Calibre 554.4 with 50-hour power reserve. The solid-gold dial, finished in silvered platinum, displays 12-hour and 30-minute chronograph counters and small seconds on the tourbillon carriage.



BULGARI DIAGONO CALIBRO 303 CHRONOGRAPH This timepiece, which is Bulgari’s first fully integrated chronograph, is distinguished by the self-winding Calibre BVL 303 with 40-hour power reserve. The vertically-coupled column-wheel chronograph movement powers 12-hour, 30-minute and small seconds counters, a chronograph sweep seconds hand and a date display at 4.30. The movement is designed to prevent the chronograph seconds hand from jerking during start, stop and reset operations. The sportier version comes in a steel case with a steel bracelet.



FRANCK MULLER CONQUISTADOR GRAND PRIX CHRONOGRAPH Powered by the self-winding 9900 CC GP movement with 48-hour power reserve, this timepiece features the brand’s iconic Cintrée Curvex body and a case that combines titanium and Ergal, a high-tech, ultra-light and extremely robust alloy, which is treated by anodisation to improve its resistance to corrosion and abrasion, adopted from the F1 and aerospace industries. Functions include small seconds, a 30-minute counter and date display. The strap’s interior lining is made of Alcantara, a composite material with a tactile feel similar to suede.



PARMIGIANI BUGATTI SUPER SPORT



Shaped like an aerodynamic wing, Parmigiani’s new 30-piece limited edition watch comes with an 18-carat gold case and a dial made from carbon fibre in honour of the Bugatti Veyron 16.4 Super Sport. It was created by flipping the mechanical components of the manual-winding Bugatti PF 372 calibre onto a vertical plane, resulting in a watch with two display panes perpendicular to each other. One is a lateral open-worked dial that mimics the display position of car panels and shows hours and minutes; the second shows a power-reserve indicator and the balance and escape wheel bridges. Power reserve is 10 days, while the watch is water resistant to 10 metres and comes with an Hermès alligator strap. >>
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PATEK PHILIPPE AQUANAUT TRAVEL TIME REF. 5164A



The Aquanaut collection, originally launched in 1997 and known for its gently rounded octagonal shape, comes in a new Travel Time model displaying two hour hands, one for local time and the other for home time. Equipped with the new selfwinding 45-hour power reserve 324 S C FUS calibre visible through a sapphire crystal caseback, the timepiece features a 40.8-mm stainless steel case with a black embossed dial sporting two day/ night indicators and local date displayed by hand. A ‘Tropical’ textured high-tech composite strap echoes the exquisitely-finished dial and Aquanaut fold-over clasp.



PIAGET POLO FORTYFIVE CHRONOGRAPH Forty-five represents the watch’s case diameter in millimetres and the average length of a polo match in minutes, particularly appropriate for a brand that has always drawn inspiration from this sport. The titanium case is water resistant up to 100 metres and houses the Piaget-made ultrathin 5.6-mm self-winding Calibre 880 featuring twin barrels, a large balance and 50-hour power reserve. Alongside the flyback chronograph function (30-minute counter) sit small seconds and date indications, as well as a 24-hour subdial for a second time zone. Hour markers are made in 18-carat pink gold, while the rubber strap comes with 18-carat pink gold inserts.



BLANCPAIN X FATHOMS

Blancpain’s latest flagship diving watch shares some of the characteristics of its iconic 1953 ancestor, and adds a mechanical depth gauge capable of measuring up to 90 metres, with maximum depth reached memory. It contains a separate indication on the 0-15 metre scale with an exceptional +/- 30 cm precision, and also features a retrograde five-minute counter for decompression stops. Featuring a helium decompression valve for saturation diving and unidirectional rotating bezel, the timepiece is powered by the self-winding 9918B movement equipped with an anti-magnetic silicon balance spring and three barrels ensuring a five-day power reserve. Its 55.65-mm titanium case is water-resistant to 300 metres and comes with three-colour luminescence for the dial and hands.
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DELAHAYE USA

by Jeff Heselwood



RECREATING THE BODYWORK OF 1950s’ FRENCH COACHBUILDERS



“WE’RE PAYING HOMAGE TO TOP COACHBUILDERS AND A FEW FINE AUTOMOBILES WE LOVE, INCLUDING DELAHAYE, DELAGE, DUESENBERG, BUGATTI, TALBOT-LAGO AND ROLLS-ROYCE”
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This boattail speedster runs on a 4.6-litre Mustang V8 engine and is designed to appear to float above the ground when it moves



f imitation is the greatest form of flattery, 1900s’ French coachbuilder Delahaye is certainly receiving some genuine praise. This comes from a company that calls itself Delahaye USA — not some dubious outfit making not-so-accurate replicas with modern running gear, but a company based in New Jersey which produces hand-built motor cars, copying decades-old automotive designs but adding its own, and at times quite daring, twist of style. “We’re paying homage to top coachbuilders and a few fine automobiles we love, including Delahaye, Delage, Duesenberg, Bugatti, Talbot-Lago and Rolls-Royce,” says Delahaye USA’s founder, Terry Cook.



I



Cook’s unique machines are powered by up-to-date V12 or V8 engines, and have bodies manufactured in aluminium and carbon fibre, sitting on a modern, custom-built chassis. They feature modern necessities such as air conditioning, power steering and an efficient braking system. One of his more recent projects is a beautiful, aluminium-bodied tribute to celebrated Italian stylist Giuseppe Figoni. Based on the 1939 Figoni and Falaschi Delahaye, the roadster features Chevrolet C5 Corvette running gear and a BMW V12 engine. The original Delahaye 135 of 1939 featured a 3227 cc six-cylinder engine which delivered 95 bhp — respectable in those years — and was mated to >>
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PERSONALISATION IS AN OPTION, INCLUDING GOLD-PLATED EXTERIOR TRIM AND CROCODILE OR OTHER EXOTIC HIDE INTERIORS



RIGHT Delahaye USA has applied for a patent for the design of this Bugnotti, inspired by iconic cars such as classic Bugattis and Delahayes BELOW The Bella Figura, a powerful, wider and roomier take on the Type 57S Bugatti coupe OPPOSITE PAGE This boattail speedster’s headlights and front wheel spats swivel and turn with the car’s steering



>> a four-speed gearbox which offered synchromesh on the top two ratios. As well as Figoni and Falaschi, Delahaye 135s also featured bodywork by French custom coachbuilders Guilloré, Franay, De Villars and Antem. Another creation produced by Delahaye USA is a carbon-fibre version of the unique Bugatti 57S, one of the last great Bugattis. Built between 1933 and 1940, and overseen by Ettore Bugatti’s son Jean, the 57 featured an eight-cylinder, 3257 cc engine, offering a top speed of more than 150 km/h and a supercharged version capable of 200 km/h — impressive considering that era. A total of 683 models were built; Jean, a key figure in its creation, died in a racing accident in 1939. Another notable work of art by Delahaye USA is its ‘Bella Figura’ Type 57S Coupe. More than just a replica,
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it features a stretched chassis in order to accommodate two people in comfort. It is also equipped with power steering, power brakes, air conditioning and a fully up-to-date power plant. The company is currently in the throes of building a carbon-fibre bodied replica of a Bugatti Atlantic, complete



with Ford V8 engine. Only three of the Bugatti Atlantic models were built, in 1937, but last year one was sold at auction for a staggering USD33 million. The replica will be available in the spring of 2012 in carbon fibre and hand-formed aluminium or steel body options.



MAHARAJA DUESENBERG

Duesenberg or ‘Duesy’ cars were some of the most elegant and powerful American cars ever built. Their most fabled production was the Model J, which sprang from a challenge to Fred Duesenberg to create the biggest, fastest and most expensive car. The largest and priciest version of the Model J was the Maharajah Duesenberg, built in 1931 for the Maharajah of Indore and powered by a twin-cam, 32-valve Lycoming straight-eight engine producing 200 bhp. It was also the last Duesy to be made and is now valued at around USD5 million. A replica built in California sold for USD240,000. Based on a Dodge Dakota chassis, and fitted with a five-litre Dodge engine, it is a close copy of the original. The interior, while finished in hand-stitched Italian leather, was dyed orange to match the original.



THE COMPANY IS CURRENTLY IN THE THROES OF BUILDING A CARBON-FIBRE BODIED REPLICA OF A BUGATTI ATLANTIC, COMPLETE WITH FORD V8 ENGINE

CUSTOM CARS

Delahaye USA says that it can build any type of classic, mostly based on Bugatti, Duesenberg, Talbot-Lago or Delage models, and of course Delahaye itself. Most of the cars are hand formed in aluminium but some feature a carbon-fibre monocoque. All have essential modern conveniences, such as power steering, cruise control, automatic transmission and air conditioning. The convertibles are equipped with power roofs and can come with GPS. Personalisation is an option, including gold-plated exterior trim and crocodile or other exotic hide interiors. But customers will need to wait between 12 and 18 months for delivery of their custom car. The company is in no way connected with the original Delahaye GFA (Générale Française Automobile) that went out of business in 1954. Located in Paris, the original Delahaye produced its very first motor car in 1895, proudly displaying the model at the Salon de Paris. The final car to appear was the 1951 Delahaye 235, one of which can be found in Britain’s National Motor Museum. But thanks to the tasteful, elegant, modern road toys made by aficionados like Cook, many are now enjoying the seduction of engineering the way the French did decades ago.



With touches such as contrasting leather colours, Delahaye USA proves its design savvy is not limited to a car’s exteriors



ROLLING ART

Born in 1942, Terry Cook was a hot rod fanatic even before he obtained his driver’s licence. He has been a staff writer and editor for a variety of magazines and once ventured into publishing a magazine on hot rods. He formed Delahaye USA in April 2007, building aluminium-bodied replicas, initially a Shah of Persia Type 57 SC Bugatti and the Figoni & Falaschi Type 165 Delahaye. Cook says of his customers: “Usually, they are wealthy people with a car collection, who are looking for something very stylish and totally unique to add as a centrepiece to their assembly of otherwise ordinary, common, everyday cars that everyone else owns. [My cars] are also for people who are not necessarily car collectors, but who appreciate fine art and would rather have a beautiful example of rolling sculpture in their garage, instead of just another oil painting in the living room or an expensive wristwatch.”
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MARUSSIA SPORTS CAR

by Jeff Heselwood
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MARUS A MARUSSIA S MARUSSIA SPORTS CAR R

by Jeff Heselwood



W NO EW , CE ’S N SPA SIA IER TER RUS ONT U T O AD — G FR S FIR E RO ERIN TH GINE EN



IN THE RACE TO SPACE, Russia has shown respectable and capable engineering. Up until recently though, it had yet to present its own powerful sports car on the world stage. This changed in 2007 with Marussia Motors, a name that has now even made its way to the prestigious Formula One tracks. Established in 2007 by racing driver Nikolai Fomenko, brand strategist Efim Ostrovsky and entrepreneur Andrey Cheglakov, the company unveiled its first supercar in 2008 — the Marussia B1, an impressive-looking machine powered by a V6 engine from Cosworth, the racing specialists. The B1 is based on an aluminium semi-monocoque structure and offers a choice between a 3.5-litre naturally aspirated engine and a 2.8-litre turbocharged V6 engine. The latter boasts a maximum power of 360 or 420 bhp, depending on specification, while torque output is 520 or 600 Nm at the relatively low engine speed of 4,000 rpm. Maximum speed is electronically limited to 250 km/h while the benchmark 0-100 km/h time is just 3.8 seconds for the 420 bhp version. All these make a massive impact when you consider the B1’s weight — a mere 1,100 kg.



THE B1 OFFERS A H 3.5-LITRE NATURALLY 5 T ASPIRATED ENGINE S R N OR A 2.8-LITRE R 8 T TURBOCHARGED U V6 ENGINE 6 N

Such power requires aerodynamic stability and effective stopping ability from extremely high speeds, and this is achieved with ventilated disc brakes with 4-pot calipers. A high-performance machine also demands stable yet agile suspension and for this, Marussia turned to European specialists KW Automotive to create an adjustable suspension system capable of delivering excellent roadholding and flat, stable cornering, combined with a supple ride to cope with day-to-day road conditions. Still, in the event of a crash, the B1 is built to prevent harm to its passengers. Its front and rear subframes are connected to a strong central structure, thus absorbing the crash energy. It was the legendary Enzo Ferrari who said “always build one less car than you can sell”. When Marussia launched the B1 in December 2008, the company announced that it would limit production to 2,999 cars. It later revealed an evolution, the B2. This second model shares its predecessor’s power and suspension system, but comes with a fierce look that Marussia likes to call more “insectile”, with a face shaped like a letter M and showing off the geometry of the grille and headlamp features. >>



The Marussia B1, Russia’s first supercar
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FROM LEFT Satin black paintwork emphasises the fierce geometry of the B2’s grille and headlamp apertures State-of-the-art electronics complement the power and performance of the B2 (left) and B1



TRACK DEBUT

Marussia’s name entered the Formula One race when it bought a controlling stake in the Virgin racing team before the start of the 2011 season. Beginning this year, though, ‘Virgin’ will be dropped from the team’s name, focusing the spotlight on Marussia. The 2011 season was a qualified success for the Marussia Virgin team, with German Timo Glock and Belgian Jérôme d’Ambrosio leading the outfit. While Glock has been contracted as the team’s No. 1 driver through to 2014, d’Ambrosio’s seat has been given to 21-year-old Frenchman Charles Pic. The youngster has been competing in the GP2 Series, considered a training ground for aspiring Formula One drivers. Pic proved his potential during a two-day series of tough tests in Abu Dhabi in November 2011, his first time in a Formula One car. Said team principal John Booth: “He continued to improve in every area but his race simulation work particularly caught our eye.”



THE B2 COMES WITH A FIERCE H T E LOOK THAT MARUSSIA LIKES O S A K TO CALL MORE “INSECTILE” O C E

EXTREME INTERIORS Marussia offers a beautifully finished interior, with hand-stitched leather upholstery and a choice of a carbon-fibre finish or polished metal. Each Marussia can be finished exactly according the owner’s preferences. Co-founder Cheglakov has a great deal of electronics design and manufacturing expertise, and this is demonstrated to the extreme in the Marussia machines’ multimedia infotainment system. Featuring Intel processing power, the system includes three flat panel touchscreen displays. It’s up to the driver and his passengers what information they elect to view on these screens — not a very easy decision to make if you think of the available choices, including television, movies, music and the Internet, as well as vehicle performance data. Another unique feature is three cameras which not only assist in low-speed manoeuvres, but also record the stunts on video. FROM MOSCOW TO MONACO At the annual Top Marques exhibition in Monaco in 2011, Marussia’s power-packed toys stood beside those of Porsche, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Noble, McLaren, Pagani, Aston Martin and Audi. Marussia’s presence at the exclusive event, which displays only the world’s most desirable and extreme supercars, shows the brand has gained approval in this select circle. Whether or not it has inspired Russia’s talented pool of engineers is another question — one whose answer could prove exciting for the world of fast cars.
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LIQ UID DREAMS

ART OF KINETIK

by Kah Ying Choo



BEAUTY AND PERFORMANCE RARELY LOOKED SO GOOD

ART OF KINETIK STEERS BY ITS PHILOSOPHY of “art without compromise; peerless performance”. With this, the company is charting a course as a builder of 10- to 30-metre luxury yachts with a level of customisation usually found only on bespoke superyachts. Founded in late 2007, the company specialises in personalised watercraft with enduring designs, elegant concepts, premium technology and modern comfort. This is most evident in Art of Kinetik’s wooden cruisers, which embody its vision of haute living on the high seas. At its shipyard in Belgrade, Serbia, the company’s master carpenters and craftsmen fashion wood, stone, stainless steel and leather into stylish yachts, capable of withstanding the onslaught of time and fashion. Their counterparts in Bavaria, Germany, cater to the design and creation of refined yacht interiors and accessories. Luxurious details with meticulous finishing are apparent in every single component of their boats: in the durable sapele African mahogany hulls; the stainless steel metal decks hand-polished to a mirror finish; and the meticulously stitched leather upholstery. In short, Art of Kinetik’s crafts are not mere boats — they are supposed to be experienced as functional art on water. In its pipeline are two new models, Mazokist and Hedonist, both designed for rugged seaworthiness and luxurious comfort. All-wood hulls absorb noise and vibration, and propulsion comes from Rolls-Royce waterjets, equipped with a precision Vector Control system.
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Lavish deck seating is available on the Hedonist The 19-metre Hedonist’s solid mahogany hull and Rolls Royce water jets create a seductively smooth ride High-tech control systems complement the boats’ artistic statements



OPPOSITE Only the finest sapele African mahogany and Burmese teak are used in Art of Kinetik’s boats



MASTER CRAFTSMEN CREATE STYLISH YACHTS CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING THE ONSLAUGHT OF TIME AND FASHION



High-powered waterjets have a lot going for them: simple and reliable, they have plenty of pickup and power for high speeds — 42 knots and 40 knots in the cases of the Mazokist and Hedonist, respectively. Yet they can stop on a pin simply by reversing thrust. With no need for either an exterior propeller or a rudder, such vessels can be used in very shallow water, are much quieter and more vibration free. Recovering swimmers from the water is also much safer. You just know that waterjets are hot when the US Navy uses it for some of their high-speed combat vessels. The 10-metre Mazokist is an updated version of the American gentlemen’s classic day cruiser of the 1920s. It is designed for beach-loving sun soakers as well as island hopping, especially with its huge sunbed and a hydraulic swimming platform that makes it easy for swimmers to get in and out of the water. It is also perfect as a superyacht accessory; an ideal launch boat for ferrying guests to the shore and back. The larger 19-metre Hedonist manifests Art of Kinetik’s ambitious goal to reinvent the conventional yacht cruiser. Boldly original, Hedonist’s interior design replicates the comforts and conveniences of a fine contemporary home. The company’s technological know-how has helped it achieve an important aesthetic detail: neither screws nor plastic are visible in the Hedonist. What comes first with Art of Kinetik — art or function? Their answer is the meld in the Mazokist and Hedonist. Ultimately, what drives the company is its pride in the relentless pursuit of the perfect yacht.
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ANDERSON & SHEPPARD



PRESERVING THE FINE ART OF BESPOKE MENSWEAR. ON SAVILE ROW, OF COURSE



STYLE THERAPY



by Kee Hua Chee



The client can select from a wide range of exuberant fabrics and patterns
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FROM TOP A bespoke Anderson & Sheppard suit cuts a smart figure



epartment stores and designer boutiques offer an unending variety of fine menswear. The upside is instant gratification, available from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. So why spend 10 times more at places like Anderson & Sheppard on London’s ‘bespoke mile’ — Savile Row? There are many who argue that a dark suit looks pretty much like any other dark suit. Yet, those in the know, and those who do wear bespoke tailored suits, will swear by them and would never consider being seen in anything else. So what’s the secret? A handmade, bespoke suit from a Savile Row tailor is the male equivalent of haute couture for the ladies. Each is 100 per cent customised to fit the wearer’s body size, silhouette, height and posture. Accurate measurements are the crucial first step, taking into account the many individual nuances of a person’s body — for example, the slightest differences in the slopes of the two shoulders; in the bulk and length of the biceps, arms and legs; and in the vagaries of one’s torso. At least 27 measurements are taken and a minimum of 50 man hours go into each suit, which usually requires two to four weeks to complete. A century ago, no one got anywhere in Savile Row without an introduction from a tailor’s friend or an existing customer. These being somewhat more egalitarian and challenging times though, Anderson & Sheppard has opened its doors to walk-in clients, each of whom is assigned a personal tailor to look after his needs. The tailor will advise and guide the client through the surprising variety of options available for a bespoke suit, including the selection of fabric samples and designs. And there are more decisions to make — a single or double lapel, a waistcoat, vest, button shapes and sizes, crests, monograms, number and shapes of inside pockets — even the exact jacket length. How about a cravat, a matching bow tie, and perhaps a lining of wildly exuberant patterns that give a jacket that flash of colour, albeit one that is not seen when worn? And what about shirts? It may be this minute and meticulous measurement and expertise in details that led former Gucci creative director Tom Ford, who doubtlessly knows a stitch or two about well-made apparel, to hail Anderson & Sheppard as “the best tailor in the world”. But the company also claims fame on two other fronts. Says spokesperson Anda Rowland: “Our distinctive house style is softer and less constructed than our neighbours’, making our suits as comfortable as they are elegant. This style, acclaimed in the annals of fashion as the ‘English drape’, has graced the frames of distinguished gentlemen the world over.” The English drape is the enduring legacy of tailor Frederick Scholte who, in the early 20th century, liberated gentlemen from the constraints of military suits and >>
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Meticulous measurements are taken to create a suit with a perfect fit



IT IS THE ONLY SAVILE ROW FIRM TO REMAIN PURELY A BESPOKE OPERATION, WITH ALL GARMENTS HANDMADE IN ENGLAND
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LEFT TO RIGHT A quality bespoke suit drapes well and allows easy arm movement An Anderson & Sheppard shop is exclusive with no franchises and ready-to-wear outlets



UNIVERSAL APPEAL



THE ENGLISH DRAPE IS THE LEGACY OF TAILOR FREDERICK SCHOLTE WHO, IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY, LIBERATED MEN FROM THE STIFF CONSTRAINTS OF MILITARY SUITS AND COURT DRESS

>> court dress, the way Coco Chanel managed to do decades later for women. In 1919, Scholte attracted the attention of the dandy Prince of Wales, future Duke of Windsor, and launched a revolution that made it permissible and desirable to wear soft suits instead of the socially prescribed morning and evening coats of Edwardian times. Scholte passed his skill on to Per Anderson, who partnered with Sidney Horatio Sheppard and established Anderson & Sheppard. Anderson & Sheppard is different in another way — it is the only Savile Row firm to remain purely a bespoke operation, with all garments handmade in England. It has no franchises or ready-to-wear outlets, so you will never find a foreign branch. While no suit lasts forever, an Anderson & Sheppard bespoke garment is kept and used by its owner for decades. When Prince Charles married Camilla Parker-Bowles in 2005, he wore a morning suit made for him by Anderson & Sheppard 13 years earlier. Declares managing director John Hitchcock, “A 10-year-old suit by us is considered new. Our cutters and tailors are only too happy to make alterations so their forebears’ work can be enjoyed by another generation.” Indeed, it is not uncommon for a father to hand down his Anderson & Sheppard suit to his son, provided the size difference is not too extreme. All these translate to customer loyalty, but perhaps there is one additional touch that Anderson & Sheppard has perfected. In his first visit to the shop, photographer Bruce Webber remarked, “For some odd reason, the staff understood me more than any of my psychiatrists.” Tailor-made therapy, anyone?



It was King Edward VII and his son, the ever dapper Duke of Windsor (who later married Wallis Simpson), who gave Savile Row an international cache by introducing it to the first wave of Hollywood superstars — Cary Grant, Gary Cooper and Clarke Gable. In the 1970s, Charles Bryant, managing director of Anderson & Sheppard, described his company’s style as “calibrated precisely for men who wish to look right without giving the appearance of having studied their clothes.” This seems to be a universal appeal. Top guns frequently seen in Anderson & Sheppard include Prince Philip, Prince Charles, Sean Connery, Bryan Ferry, Michael Caine, Charlie Watts, Manolo Blahnik, Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein and Tom Ford.
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BESPOKE GOLF CLUBS

by Paul Prendergast



A SLICE OF PERFECTION

BESPOKE GOLF MAKERS RULE THE PROFESSIONAL GREEN

THE SEARCH FOR PERFECTION HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO IMPRESSIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE GAME of golf, aided by the latest technological advancements of the 21st century. More and more, however, the search for true quality leads back to the timeless art of individualised club making, techniques handed down through generations and practised today by true craftsmen. Yet, these are products for the modern era, made by companies focused on capitalising on technology without compromising on personal care, attention to detail and the service values of yesteryear. Perhaps the best testament to these golf clubs’ effectiveness comes from professional golfers, who in increasing numbers choose to use the equipment of bespoke companies without receiving a contractual dollar in return.



MIYAZAKI GOLF SHAFTS: KUSALA INDIGO



Eschewing traditional shaft flex standards, Miyazaki Golf Shafts has created an International Flex Code for each of its ultrapremium graphite shafts. The four-digit code is a rating system for the shaft at 10-inch increments starting from the butt and going toward the tip. It is these precise personal fitting techniques, along with the use of the highest-grade carbon-fibre materials, which help Miyazaki predict which shaft codes are best suited to low and high ball hitters, for example. The company will personally match the Flex Code to the profile and individual swing characteristics of each customer. Miyazaki shafts, such as the recently launched Kusala Indigo, are increasingly seen on the professional green. American golfer Keegan Bradley won his first major championship at the United States PGA Championship using a fitted Miyazaki Kusala Blue 61 X shaft.

ABOVE Image by Steve Jurvetson
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BETTINARDI PUTTERS: BB1F 355G AND STUDIO STOCK #5



“My office is 15 feet from the shop floor, where I can see every piece being created and I can feel confident putting my name on it,” says Robert J Bettinardi, who began manufacturing putters in 1998. Two of his newest creations are the BB1F 355g model and Studio Stock #5 model. The BB1F is classic heel-toe design with a flow neck and an elegant profile featuring a double bend round hosel. It is milled from soft carbon steel and, like all 2012 BB Series models, has a beautiful silver mercury finish. The BB1F comes in both right- and left-handed models. The Studio Stock #5 is also milled from soft carbon steel and has a black iris finish. It features Bettinardi’s Tour FIT (Feel Impact Technology) face which gives a solid yet soft feel at impact. The FIT face is not an insert but rather a second horizontal milling pattern over the Bettinardi patented flat honeycomb face.



M BARTH & SONS: THE GOLDEN PUTTER



MIURA GOLF LIMITED: FORGED BLACK BLADE



Every Golden Putter is handmade in Germany using the highest-quality materials, and is available in several unique styles and bespoke options. Barth & Sons handcrafts 24-carat hard gold-plated or platinised putter heads, including a 24-carat plated shaft. A personal engraving is included on each shaft or on a 24-carat gold inlay on the putter face, ensuring each putter is unique to the owner. Clients have the option of leather or salmon leather grips in any colour. Made to order, The Golden Putter also has a cherry wood putter case and a certificate of authenticity. Personalisation options include luxury detailing, gems, diamonds and other gold applications.



Like all Miura irons, the Limited Forged Black Blade irons are hand precision-forged and custom crafted by Katsuhiro Miura, the company’s 67-year-old founder. Miura’s forged club making skills over the past 49 years have prompted the Japanese to claim that he has ‘the hands of God’.This edition is a stunning version of the popular muscle back Miura Tournament Blade, but with the distinctive Miura Black finish. Miura and his sons, Yoshitaka and Shinei, and their staff took special care to create a no-glare, flat-black finish with a surface texture pleasing to the touch. The detailed club-fitting process ensures that every golfer who purchases a set receives clubs perfectly fitted to their form and preferences.



VEGA GOLF: VM-02 & VC-03 ‘RAW LIMITED EDITION’ IRONS



This series comes in classic blade and cavity models, each in a black raw finish. The VM-02 blades are minimally offset with a high centre of gravity, ensuring a penetrating ball flight for the better players. The VC-03 cavity model is more forgiving, with more weight towards the sole and a progressive offset through the irons to maximise ball flight. Only 50 Limited Edition ‘1st Prototype’ sets were handcrafted with each club built to order to customer specifications, including shaft and grip. Vega clubs can be expertly matched to the customer’s needs and are also custom produced for business partners such as Harrods, Porsche and NetJets.
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PATRICK MAVROS

by Nida Seah



A SCULPTOR’S SILVER WORKS CONVEY TALES OF WILD AFRICA TO THE WORLD

TALK ABOUT A CONVERSATION PIECE. A monkey sits with eyes covered on top of a crocodile, while smoking a golden cigar and balancing an ashtray on its head. Handcrafted in gleaming silver, Patrick Mavros’ Crocodile and Monkey Ashtray is a whimsical, almost humorous piece that, while not meant to be a realistic portrayal of the animals, is certain to amuse an admirer. It is this quirky sensibility combined with an eye for detail that has gained Mavros a following. Having founded his eponymous company in 1979, Mavros can be credited with two feats — building a truly African luxury brand and creating some of the most impressive sculptures out of sterling silver. Signature pieces include the Baobab Tree With Gold Bushmen, inspired by the many giant trees in his home in Zimbabwe. This African icon is often nicknamed ‘upside down tree’ and is favoured by animals and bushmen alike for its unique shape, branches and fruit. Another piece is the Tree of Lights, a tree-shaped candle holder with a herd of 10 silver elephants passing beneath it. The sculpture shows lifelike details such as crocodile bark on the trunk
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OPPOSITE The Tree of Lights candleholder and centrepiece FROM TOP This peacock pair silver sculpture is a newly added piece to Mavros’ collection Mavros’ evocative storytelling shows in conversation pieces like this Crocodile and Monkey Ashtray



"I TAKE EXTREME INTEREST IN THE ANATOMY. I WILL STUDY UNTIL I HAVE THE MOST LIFELIKE FORM"



and branches, elephant footprints on the soil, a large anthill on the tree base — and even dung. This use of detail proves that Mavros is not only a sculptor, but also a storyteller. He says, “I live surrounded by natural beauty which is ever-changing and captivating. Throughout my life, I have witnessed incredible scenes in the outdoors. [They] are empowering. These experiences are what tell the story behind each piece.” On sculpting the tiniest nuances and most intricate details that imitate living things, Mavros explains: “I take extreme interest in the anatomy. With this and my knowledge of the beautiful surroundings, I will study until I have the most lifelike form.” He adds, “Silver is a wonderful medium to work with. It is malleable and precious. It allows one to capture the subject in its true form.” Indeed, so faithfully detailed are some of his sculptures that you can almost see the impala running away from the lion or the monkey climbing up the tree. This representation of the African wilderness is key to his brand. “Africa is our DNA. We are proud to be African and



strive to do as much as we can for people to see the best of it,” says Mavros. The idea of an African luxury brand may raise some eyebrows, but for Mavros, it is something that should have been done long ago, with the region being a “treasure trove of creativity”. Born and raised in Zimbabwe, he began his foray into sculpture with a simple pair of ivory earrings carved in the form of roses, specially made for his wife-to-be. He eventually chose silver as his medium and adopted the age-old art of lost-wax casting for his individually handmade creations. Out of Africa and into homes around the world, Mavros’ brand has grown into a full-fledged family business involving his wife and sons. In addition to a flagship store in London, a studio and workshop in Mauritius, and a gallery and workshop in Harare, Zimbabwe, further expansion plans are in the works. On his new atelier in Mauritius, Mavros says: “This is a concept store that will marry the excitement and colourful heritage of Mauritius with the quintessential ‘African’ of the Patrick Mavros brand.” In contrast to the typical bold African designs, the Mauritius collection is inspired by the sea and its creatures and is a tribute to the island’s marine diversity. Today’s collections include jewellery, tableware, home accessories and even furniture. Most are in silver but Mavros has begun to use yellow gold and semi-precious stones. From sterling silver ‘crocodile’ belt buckles to ‘elephant hair’ bangles, whimsical salt and pepper shakers to table lamps, there are also limited editions and privately commissioned pieces. With His Majesty the King of Spain, the Duchess of Cambridge, author JK Rowling and US President Barack Obama as some of his customers, Mavros seems to have found the right track to bring stories of Africa to the world.
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Modern architecture dots the skyline of historic Beijing, with the non-traditional CCTV headquarters (right) now one of the city’s icons
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PRESIDENTIAL SUITES



AN ANCIENT IMPERIAL CITY DISPLAYS MODERN SPLENDOUR IN ITS TOP SUITES



BEIJING



SUITE



by Jinesh Lalwani
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EVER SINCE CHINA’S HEADLONG RUSH INTO CAPITALISM IN THE EARLY ’90S, OCCUPANCY RATES AT THE COUNTRY’S TOP HOTELS HAVE ROCKETED. NOWHERE IS THIS MORE PREVALENT THAN IN THE COUNTRY’S CAPITAL, BEIJING, A CITY THAT HOSTED 4.9 MILLION TOURISTS IN 2010 — A NUMBER SET TO DOUBLE IN HALF A DECADE.

Hoteliers are looking to grab a slice of the Chinese luxury hotel pie with creative and determined expansion plans, with some major brands even trying to open one new hotel in the country each month throughout the next few years. It is estimated that China will have 6.1 million hotel rooms by 2025, the same number projected for the United States in the same year. Those staying in them will change the face of tourism in the country. For these travellers, who may wish to enter the Forbidden City, retrace steps at Tiananmen Square or hold a meeting at the World Trade Centre Tower III, there will be no shortage of options. We explore seven top choices.



The modern Beijing Hotel is a few steps away from the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square and major shopping areas



HISTORIC ADDRESS

The Beijing Hotel allows guests to enjoy an experience closely entwined with modern Chinese history. The hotel bore witness to the establishment of the Republic of China in 1911 and was the venue for many state events, including the banquet for the new republic and National Day receptions. The building itself — which took on an additional French-style structure in 1917, another wing in 1954 and, later, two new Chinesestyle wings — is a composite structure reflective of Beijing’s own burgeoning prosperity. When the hotel was refurbished in 1974, it became the tallest building in the city at the time. Prominent guests over the years have included China’s founder Dr Sun Yat-sen, Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw, Richard Nixon, Ho Chi Minh and Nikita Khrushchev. Today, The Beijing Hotel has more than 700 guest rooms, including two VIP Deluxe Suites decorated with Chinese paintings and pottery and burnished by the luminaries who have stayed there. From the lounge area, guests enjoy an unobstructed view of the city. When you’ve finished soaking up the history of the hotel, head for the National Art Gallery, Beijing Railway Station or the Grand National Theatre, all of which are close by.



THE CITY HOSTED 4.9 MILLION TOURISTS IN 2010 — A NUMBER SET TO DOUBLE IN HALF A DECADE
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The Opposite House, an awardwinning project designed by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma, is a luxurious blend of old and new



Situated in the heart of Beijing within the hip Sanlitun village, The Opposite House is striking for its entirely modern emerald glass exterior, abundant space and natural light. Inside, it houses a profusion of bamboo and a collection of Chinese contemporary art. The Penthouse occupies nearly 2,152 sq ft and is spread out over two floors which spill out onto a roof terrace. There are deep-soaking oak bathtubs, invigorating rain showers, underfloor heating and shallow reflecting pools that connect the indoor and outdoor spaces. The best part? Guests are free to determine their own check-in and check-out times.



The structure that houses The China Club Beijing was built as a modest royal palace in the 17th century. Thanks to careful preservation, the building has retained its traditional architectural features, including a series of interconnected pavilions in its main layout. The elite club’s members can choose from 10 suites, each of which includes hand-painted designs on silk wallpaper, latticed screens, lacquered furniture and other Chinoiserie motifs. Guests can use the fitness centre and the Long March Bar with its adjacent cigar divan, which houses some of the best Havana cigars. >>



Fit for royalty, The China Club Beijing was once built for the descendant of Emperor Kang Xi of the Qing Dynasty
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ENTER THE FORBIDDEN CITY, RETRACE STEPS AT TIANANMEN SQUARE OR HOLD A MEETING AT THE WORLD TRADE CENTRE TOWER III

FROM TOP Established in 1750, Aman at Summer Palace has easy access to cultural landmarks, notably the Summer Palace The Raffles Beijing Hotel was established in the 1900s and has witnessed the city’s significant political and social events



SOME MAJOR BRANDS PLAN TO OPEN ONE NEW HOTEL IN CHINA EACH MONTH THROUGHOUT THE NEXT FEW YEARS



>> Just steps away from the East Gate of the ancient city’s Summer Palace, the Aman at Summer Palace allows guests to explore the metropolis from a base that embodies a bygone era. The Aman is divided into courtyards and includes a Cultural Pavilion and a Music Pavilion. The Imperial Suite is divided into three separate pavilions — the bedroom, living and formal pavilion, the latter including a boardroom for up to 18 guests. For indulgence, there are a private dining room and a spa treatment room, while a reception room and coffee area can be used for entertaining. The suite’s high ceilings, exposed wooden beams, Ming Dynasty-inspired furniture and bamboo blinds blend with the design of the entire Aman property.



Just minutes away from the Forbidden City, Wangfujing shopping street and other famous sites, the Raffles Beijing Hotel is French splendour in the heart of historic Peking. Boasting an auspicious 888 sq m (9,558 sq ft) of space and occupying the hotel’s sixth and seventh floors, the Presidential Suite is one of the most spacious and luxurious hotel suites in the city. It contains three bedrooms, two living areas, a mini theatre, a gym and Roman style baths complete with a Jacuzzi and sauna.
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DIRECTORY

The Opposite House The Village, Building 1 11 Sanlitun Road Chaoyang District Beijing 100027, China T: +8610 6417 6688 F: +8610 6417 7799 reservations@ theoppositehouse.com China Club 51 Xirong Xian Hutong, Xidan Dongcheng District Beijing 100031, China T: +8610 6603 8855 ext 308 [email protected] Aman at Summer Palace 1 Gongmenqian Street Summer Palace Beijing 100091, China T: +8610 5987 9999 F: +8610 5987 9900 [email protected] Raffles Beijing Hotel 33 East Chang An Avenue Beijing 100004, China T: +8610 6526 3388/ +8610 8500 4383 F:+8610 8500 4380 [email protected] The Regent Beijing 99 Jinbao Street Dongcheng District Beijing 100005, China T: +8610 8522 1888 F: +8610 8522 1818 reservations.beijing@ regentbeijing.com St Regis Beijing 21 Jianguomenwai Dajie Beijing 100020, China T: +8610 6460 6688 F: +8610 6460 3299 [email protected] The Beijing Hotel 33 East Chang An Avenue Beijing China T: +8610 6513 7766 F: +8610 6513 7307 business@ chinabeijinghotel.com.cn



The Regent Beijing’s location, set between the modernity of the business district and the ancient hutongs (narrow alleys flanked by courtyard residences) of traditional China, makes it a favourite of travellers. Guests at its suites enjoy access to the exclusive club lounge, which occupies the top three floors of the hotel and features a library, meeting rooms and butler service, not to mention a panoramic view of the city. The Presidential Suite is cloaked in dark wood panelling and features contemporary touches, such as a modernised four-poster bed, bronze horse sculptures and Chinese paintings.



FROM TOP The Regent Beijing’s Presidential Suite offers a magnificent view of Wangfujing walking and shopping street St Regis Beijing has played host to glamorous, creative and intriguing personalities of different eras



In only 14 years of operation, St Regis Beijing has hosted more than 20 presidents and members of royalty at its two Presidential Suites. Each suite, located on the top floor of the building, spans 2,154 sq ft and is a convergence of European opulence and Chinese tradition. Each features a grand entrance facing the enormous sitting room, a living area with hand-painted ceilings and a master bedroom with oversized bathroom. All room electronics are controlled with a remote bedside console. Guests enjoy personal butler service, natural hot spring spas, breakfast in bed and a Jacuzzi.
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MILLE MIGLIA

by Roger Norum



ITALY'S MOST BEAUTIFUL ROADS AND DRIVING MACHINES
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OPPOSITE The Mille Miglia is a spectacle of beautiful cars and equally stunning scenery — for example, this rare 1951 Ferrari 340 America, of which only 23 models were built BELOW In Ferrari’s tribute to the Mille Miglia, a 1974 Dino 246 GTS cruises through picturesque San Marino, a monastic community founded in the year 301



ENZO FERRARI CALLED IT "THE WORLD'S GREATEST ROAD RACE", AND WITH GOOD REASON TOO



hen the Italian Grand Prix was moved unexpectedly from Brescia to Monza in 1922, the birthplace of Italian motorsport was stunned. Crestfallen Brescianis spent months brainstorming how to redress this ‘theft’ from their small town. What they came up with became an enduring legend in its own right — the Mille Miglia. Almost nine decades later, the 1,000-mile open-road endurance race from Brescia to Rome and back is alive and well, with classic cars driven along country roads through rural villages and some of Europe’s most picturesque landscapes, for everyone to come out and see. Enzo Ferrari called it “the world’s greatest road race”, and with good reason too. It certainly is one of the world’s most beautiful rallies, thanks both to the hundreds of timeless, mint-condition sports cars that join it each year and to the route itself. The starting guns for the first Mille Miglia fired in March 1927, with 77 cars at the starting line, and 51 of them passing the checkered flag. At the time, entry was restricted to unmodified production cars, with a modest entrance fee of one lira. Over the years, the event was largely dominated by Italian drivers and automobiles, such as the Alfa Romeo Spider and Ferrari Berlinetta — although German marques did manage three wins over the years. Much like the older Targa Florio and later the Carrera Panamericana races, the iconic rally helped cement the fame of Gran Turismo sports car makers such as Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Maserati and Porsche. >>
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VIP DRIVERS IN 2011 INCLUDED ACTOR ROWAN ATKINSON, FORMULA ONE CHAMPION MIKA HÄKKINEN AND PRINCES FROM BOTH SWEDEN AND THE NETHERLANDS



Chopard co-president Karl-Friedrich Scheufele, the man behind the idea of creating a Mille Miglia chronograph



MAKING TIME TO RACE

The Mille Miglia has long attracted sponsorship from luxury brands. Official timekeeper Chopard, for example, has supported the race since 1988, and last year, Chairman Karl Scheufele and his son drove the race in a 1955 Ferrari 750 Monza. To commemorate automotive sport’s Golden Age, the company has introduced the limited-edition Mille Miglia GT XL Chrono, a timepiece distinguished by a steel (or 18-carat rose gold) case holding a black and silver-toned dial with elongated numerals and hollowed counters at 12, 6 and 9 o’clock. Even the strap is vintage auto — a natural black rubber band that recalls the legendary 1960s’ Dunlop racing tyres.



>> In a bureaucratic convolution, the Italian Government declared an end to motor racing on public roads in 1957. Luckily, the rally was revived in 1982 as the Mille Miglia Storica and opened up to pre-1957 vehicles. Now, thousands of vintage car enthusiasts come from all over the world to get a glimpse of the veritable mobile museum of classic automobiles racing through the towns and vineyards of central Tuscany. While fewer than half of all applications for entry are accepted each year (the limit is set at 375 cars), the race sees some prime examples of automotive history competing, such as the Stanguellini 1100 S, Cisitalia 202 SC and Bugatti T 23 Brescia. Not unexpectedly, the rally always draws its share of celebrities from Hollywood, sport and global affairs. VIP drivers in 2011 included actor Rowan Atkinson, Formula One champion Mika Häkkinen and princes from both Sweden and the Netherlands. >>



A racer takes a BMW 328 through Sansepolcro in Tuscany. From 1936 to 1940, BMW 328 cars won 141 out of 172 races, including the 1940 Mille Miglia
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LEFT TO RIGHT A Ferrari 212 Export races along Italy’s blooming countryside The Ermini 1100 — once an obscure Italian car, now a rare beauty



I DROVE THROUGH SLEEPY TUSCAN TOWNS WITH THEIR MOM-AND-POP PASTA JOINTS, MARBLE-FLOORED, SANDSTONE CHURCHES AND RESTORED STONE FARMHOUSES

Yet, everyone can experience the route, although not necessarily under the paparazzi spotlight. This past summer, I drove a red 1967 Alfa Romeo Giulietta along the rally’s route, finding my way through some of Italy’s most unforgettable landscapes, venturing from urbane Modena to classical Florence; from mediaeval Siena to tranquil Pienza; through the fields and vineyards of Chianti. I drove through sleepy Tuscan towns such as Poggibonsi, Buonconvento and Radicofani, with their mom-and-pop pasta joints, marble-floored, sandstone churches and restored stone farmhouses re-envisaged as upscale guesthouses. Some 85 years after the first Mille Miglia Cup was raced for and won, the ethos of this unique competition has not changed, still appealing to the imagination of motorists all over the world with some of the most beautiful automobiles ever produced. Speeding south towards Rome in the vintage Alfa as the Tuscan sun set, I believed there could be no better way to travel overland.



Last summer, writer Roger Norum traced the Mille Miglia route in a 1967 Alfa Romeo Giulietta



Anyone can live out the Mille Miglia with bespoke, highly personal tours arranged by concierge firms such as Bellini Travel (www.bellini-travel. com; +44 20 7602 7602). The experience takes in Italian villas, vineyards and palaces along the Milla Miglia route, enjoyed with a classic automobile to boot.
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The Virgin Oceanic submarine is designed to reach the world’s deepest ocean floors



VIRGIN OCEANIC

by Rebecca Skinner



THE OCEAN'S DEEPEST TRENCHES, THE WORLD'S LAST FRONTIER

NOT CONTENT TO SCALE THE HEIGHTS OF SPACE this year with Virgin Galactic, Sir Richard Branson is preparing for a full assault on the deepest reaches of the planet. His Virgin Galactic venture aims to commercialise space travel, and sister company Virgin Oceanic plans to take paying ‘aquanauts’ on deep sea ‘flights’ to uncharted depths of the oceans. Nearly 500 adventurers have signed up for space travel and Branson believes there are thousands more rearing to discover the underwater wilderness. Neither adventure will be cheap. The first few Virgin Oceanic missions, which start this year, will be purely scientific and will be covered by the BBC and mapped on Google Earth. It’s expected that any data collected will allow man to better understand everything from how the continents formed to how to protect the planet and its life forms far into the future. “From a scientific point
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of view, this is akin to discovering the Amazon for the first time. The amount that they’re going to discover down there is incalculable,” says Branson. Sixty-year-old Branson and American sailor and explorer Chris Welsh plan on using a custom-designed, single-seater, winged mini sub originally commissioned for friend and fellow record-breaking adventurer, Steve Fossett, who died in 2007 while flying over the Sierra Nevada. Fossett had intended to complete the first solo dive to the deepest spot in the world, the Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean. At 10,972 metres, it is deeper than Mount Everest is high. Now this will be Virgin Oceanic’s first mission before exploring the world’s other oceanic abysses: the Atlantic’s 8,605-metre deep Puerto Rico Trench, the South Sandwich Trench in the Southern Ocean, the Diamantina Trench in the Indian Ocean and the Molloy Deep in the Arctic Ocean.



-



The sub, named Necker Nymph after Branson’s Necker Island, is already in use, currently available for USD2,500 a day for guests of his private Caribbean resort. Branson aims to eventually create a larger submarine for tourist transportation. Necker Nymph will be launched from a 38-metre racing catamaran, and is the only sub able to operate to depths of up to 11,000 metres. Once it reaches the ocean floor, its unique hydroplanes (or ‘wings’ modelled on the fins of dolphins and whales) and thrusters allow it to ‘fly’ up to 10 kilometres along, collecting data and operating autonomously for up to 24 hours. Built from carbon fibre and titanium, with a quartz viewing dome, Necker Nymph weighs 3,636 kg and can withstand 1,500 times the pressure of an aeroplane — vital as a leak would mean certain death. As the depths are beyond the capabilities of any other craft, rescue would be impossible. Scientific partners from Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the University of Southern California, the University of Hawaii and the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute will study samples brought back, looking for novel organisms as well as potentially beneficial enzymes or genes. No one has yet documented the entire vertical sequence of life in the world’s oceans in one place. In the southern Mariana Trench, it will be possible to dive from the trench axis at over 10 km in depth and rise up the face of a nearby fault scarp to near-surface — documenting the changes in ecosystems along the way. This could provide the first such complete record of biological diversity from top to bottom in the world’s oceans. Well before reaching the bottom, the sub will encounter shooting stars of icy blue light, a silent fireworks display created by the bioluminescence of marine creatures. Dr Edith Widder, an expert from the Ocean Research & Conservation Association, wants to find out how bioluminescence can be used as a tool to determine the distribution of creatures in the ocean and monitor the health of marine ecosystems. It proves that reaching the Earth’s last unexplored frontier is a mission not merely for a handful of adventurers and entrepreneurs, but for us all.



Manning the bathyscaphe Trieste in 1960, US Navy Lt Don Walsh and Jacques Piccard became the first — and only — humans to reach the oceans’ deepest point

Image courtesy of the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration



IN THE WAKE OF THE TRIESTE

The only craft ever to have explored the depths of the Mariana Trench was the bathyscaphe Trieste, which briefly touched down with two co-pilots in 1960. Despite cracking one of the outer windows, the ground-breaking Challenger Deep mission was successful, though only accessing a vertical column of water. One of Virgin Oceanic’s goals will be to locate the tons of iron shot ballast dropped by the Trieste to enable its ascent. Life moves very slowly in extremely cold temperatures underwater, so the results of a half century of iron exposure will be important scientific data. The Trieste remains on display at the US Naval Undersea Museum in Keyport.



Necker Nymph will use ‘wings’ and thrusters to ‘fly’ along the ocean floor
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QUAY

by Rebecca Skinner



UNIQUE INGREDIENTS AND THE BEST VISUALS IN ONE OF SYDNEY’S TOP RESTAURANTS



TASTE & SEE



At Quay, a seemingly simple radish salad is transformed into a garden-like array of colours, textures and tastes



ORGANIC DINING IS NO LONGER THE NICHE EXPERIENCE IT USED TO BE. Whether for advocacy or for marketing, many restaurants profess to use only fertiliserfree crops and responsibly bred cattle. But when a restaurant sets up its own garden not only to grow organic crops but also to experiment with new variations of vegetables and fruits, you know it’s something else. This is how it goes at Quay, one of Sydney’s most acclaimed restaurants. The variety in its menus can be partly attributed to chef Peter Gilmore’s home-grown test garden, which he uses for experimentation and for testing out his seed research. Quay also supports an organic farm in the Blue Mountains where Gilmore works with a local farmer developing rare, bespoke crops — tiny purple onions, native violets, white carrots, white borage, blossoms of carrot and the elusive white broad bean. Few may have heard of white
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raspberries, miniature beetroot, barely sprouted peas and Chinese artichokes, but thanks to the unusual farm these feature prominently in Gilmore’s dishes. His extensive travels around Australia result in culinary creations that carry ingredients such as fresh wasabi flowers from Tasmania, samphire from Kangaroo Island, black-footed pigs and rare breeds of chicken and duck.



QUAY SUPPORTS AN ORGANIC FARM DEVELOPING RARE, BESPOKE CROPS, SUCH AS WHITE RASPBERRIES AND MINIATURE BEETROOT



For privacy and the best views, diners at Quay choose the Upper Tower



No wonder internationally renowned chefs are often ensconced in Quay’s private dining areas. Heston Blumenthal of the UK’s three-Michelin star Fat Duck is one, and so was René Redzepi of the critically acclaimed Noma in Copenhagen when he launched his book Noma: Time and Place in Nordic Cuisine there last year. Guests included top Australian chefs, including Mark Best from Sydney’s Marque and Rockpool’s Neil Perry. The three-hat restaurant’s setting in the dress circle of Sydney’s spectacular harbour is another drawcard, best enjoyed in Quay’s two exclusive dining areas, the Upper Tower and the Green Room. Be it an intimate dinner for two, discreet business meeting for 10 or small celebration for up to 32 guests, the Upper Tower is the private dining room of choice. An ultra modern and stylish space with floor-to-ceiling glass walls, it offers one of Sydney’s best views — a 270-degree maritime panorama of the Circular Quay, Sydney Opera House and Harbour Bridge. Private patrons enjoy exclusive service from a dedicated sommelier and wait staff and, for an extra fee, receive personal attention from Gilmore. Having recently launched his first cookbook, Quay: Food Inspired by Nature, Gilmore may be considered a celebrity in Australia, especially with the surge of interest in experimental and nature-inspired dining. But it may have been his guest appearance on the 2010 finale of Australia’s popular TV show, MasterChef, that put Quay firmly in the spotlight. In the show, contestants attempted to recreate Gilmore’s signature Snow Egg dessert — with fruit granita, meringue and custard fruit fool oozing like runny yolk out of the crispy maltose ‘egg shell’. Last year, Quay gained more recognition when it was placed 26th on the coveted S.Pellegrino World’s 50 Best Restaurants list and was named The Best Restaurant in Australia — not a bad ambassador for Australian cuisine. And with the restaurant’s location at the Overseas Passenger Terminal at the Rocks (a 30-minute drive from Mascot Airport, with a dedicated terminal for private jets), any visitor hankering to taste and see the country’s natural richness would do well to drop by Quay.



INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED CHEFS ARE OFTEN ENSCONCED IN QUAY’S PRIVATE DINING AREAS

FROM TOP The Snow Egg, with its crispy maltose ‘egg shell’, is perhaps chef Gilmore’s most famous dessert A dish made of raw Chinese artichokes, Hiramasa kingfish, smoked eel, horseradish and nasturtiums Chef Peter Gilmore has consistently earned Quay a three-hat rating over the years
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SALON DELUXE 2011 IMPRESSIONS

SALON DELUXE, VIETNAM’S PREMIER LUXURY LIFESTYLE SHOW, brought together the country’s elite on 1-3 December, 2011 at Ho Chi Minh City’s Intercontinental Asiana Saigon hotel. The event opened with an exclusive cocktail night and a fashion show that gave a stunning preview of some of the jewellery and watch pieces on exhibit.
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Photography by Norbert Baeres Text by Katrina Balmaceda
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FREE FLOW

MODELS POSE SCULPTURE-LIKE against a backdrop of some of Brazil’s most iconic buildings in the country’s capital, Brasilia. “It’s a very strong location, so the model should also have a strong presence,” says photographer Norbert Baeres, who visited the city in awe of Oscar Niemeyer’s architecture. Niemeyer’s works, often called sculptures and monuments, eschew rigid right angles for flowing, sensuous curves, inspired by Brazil’s beaches, mountains and her beautiful women. Baeres, too, wants to capture such grace. He finds ideas in films and light and, like Niemeyer, draws inspiration from nature and people. His work includes photography for Marie Claire, Elle, GQ Italia and Vogue, as well as product shoots for Motorola, clothing companies, and lingerie lines Valisere, Triumph and Lisca. On capturing fashion and beauty, he says: “It’s so nice to work with all these creative and beautiful people... Photography is all I want to do. It’s so much fun.” Baeres hopes to put up his first exhibition in Berlin in spring this year, and if this succeeds, a book might just be the next project.

www.norbertbaeres.com
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"WHAT ATTRACTS ME IS THE FREE AND SENSUAL CURVE" — OSCAR NIEMEYER
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"IT'S A VERY STRONG LOCATION, SO THE MODEL SHOULD ALSO HAVE A STRONG PRESENCE"
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The best views of Bagan, Myanmar, are from a hot air balloon



A rainbow of traditional umbrellas from a workshop near Inle Lake, Myanmar
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A monk meditates at the Golden Rock site in Myanmar’s sacred Mon state



Photography by Felix Hug Text by Sandy Tan



WHEN AWARD-WINNING TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHER Felix Hug captures the beauty of the Asia Pacific, he often chooses to do so from an eagle’s vantage point. But whether from the ground or up high, photography entails plenty of preparation. Focus is key. “A photographer is like an athlete. During peak performance, automatism should take over,” says Hug. Passion for photography took centre court when Hug, having played professional basketball and worked in architecture, re-discovered an old manual Konica that he inherited from his late father. He prefers Canon cameras these days, but finds talk of cameras and lenses “distracting”, as he sees them as “just tools that have to fit the photographer. The most important things are subject on one end and creativity on the other”. With producer Jamie Boyd, Hug set up Eyes on Asia in Singapore, whose clientele now includes Singapore Airlines (Silk Air) and Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts. The group has organised photography ‘Getaway’ expeditions to places like Myanmar, Lombok and Chiang Mai. Hug aims to pursue fine art in his future works and looks forward to a getaway to Rajasthan this year. He says, “I’m sure however, there are going to be many great trips before that.” www.eyesonasia.net
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Thousands of lanterns, wishes attached, soar at the Yi Peng festival in Chiang Mai, Thailand



Ananda Temple, one of Bagan’s most revered architectural masterpieces built around 1105
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At the window of Shwe Yaunghwe Kyaung wooden monastery near Inle Lake, Myanmar



“I LOVE TO BE INSPIRED BY

ALL KINDS OF OUTSTANDING, UNCONVENTIONAL, UNTAMED, HILARIOUS, UNBELIEVABLE,



FASCINATING THINGS”



Temples of Bagan form stunning silhouettes
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Bayon Temple of Siem Reap, Cambodia



Young monks test out their picture-taking skills with a Canon G10
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Amber-coloured temples against Bagan’s verdant fields



“IT IS NO LONGER THEIR FUNCTION THAT COUNTS — BUT RATHER THE AESTHETIC THAT RESULTS



FROM THE INTERPLAY OF SHAPES,



STRUCTURES AND LIGHT”



A monk walks over Ubein bridge in Myanmar at sunset
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door on the programme, however, as it will protect its intellectual rights to the Altaire design. The suspension led to 150 employee lay-offs. Piper will concentrate the majority of its investments and talent pool on third-party engineering and manufacturing services, as well as improvements on its turboprops and piston-engined products.

Piaggio Aero gained the Chinese Civil Aviation’s approval to register and operate the P.180 Avanti and Avanti II in China. “This now opens the way



Indonesia, which is expanding its business unit Citilink.

Leda Chong is the new senior vice president of General Dynamics’ Aerospace Group. Chong, based in Beijing, now works closely with Executive Vice President Joseph Lombardo on China’s aviation industry activities as well as regional sales, MRO, product support, aircraft management and charter professionals. Chong, originally from Hong Kong, joined the company as director of government relations in February 2007. She retired from the US Navy as commander in January 2007.



for the Avanti II to one of the most promising markets of the world,” said Piero Ferrari, the company’s chairman. The Avanti II has a maximum speed of 402 kts or 745 km/h, nearly 1,500 nm range, low cabin noise and sea level pressurisation. It is used as a business aircraft as well as for patrolling, civil and military flight inspection. Amid weak light jet demand deemed insufficient to offset development costs, Piper Aircraft has indefinitely

suspended its Altaire light jet



programme. Existing Altaire position holders may either receive a refund or apply their deposits to other new Piper jets. The company has not shut the



Indonesian low-cost carrier Lion Air has ventured into the business jet market with purchase of two Hawker 900XPs. Lion Air has twelve 737900ERs configured with economy and business class seats which operate on international routes, such as Singapore-Denpasar Bali. But the Lion brand struggles with attracting business travellers. Lion Air executives say the new premium carrier will go headto-head with low-cost carrier Garuda



US air carrier Jet Solutions presents a limited-edition Baja Adventure to Los Cabos with the Flexjet 25 Jet Card from 26 to 30 April. The trip is tailored by Abercrombie & Kent and Abercrombie & Kent Residence Club, coupled with a fourday stay at the Las Ventanas Resort. Travellers will fly on Bombardier Learjet and Challenger aircraft, play golf with PGA Tour champion Mark Calcavecchia and enjoy an evening with A&K Chairman and CEO Geoffrey Kent. >>



Las Ventanas Resort of Los Cabos, Mexico
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A measure of oil or an essential component of a watch?



Discover the world of Fine Watchmaking at www.hautehorlogerie.org



The Foundation’s Partners : A. Lange & Söhne | Audemars Piguet | Baume & Mercier | Bovet | Cartier | Chanel | Chopard | Corum | Fédération de l’industrie horlogère suisse | Girard-Perregaux | Greubel Forsey | Harry Winston | Hermès | Hublot | IWC | Jaeger-LeCoultre | JeanRichard | Montblanc | Musée d’art et d’histoire de Genève | Musée d’Horlogerie Beyer, Zürich | Musée d’horlogerie du Locle, Château-des-Monts | Musée international d’horlogerie, La Chaux-de-Fonds | Panerai | Parmigiani | Perrelet | Piaget | Richard Mille | Roger Dubuis | TAG Heuer | Vacheron Constantin | Van Cleef & Arpels | Zenith
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Inside Bombardier’s Global 5000 private luxury jet



video, etc. ClairityTM can be controlled through a touch-screen device placed in each aircraft seat, or connected by WiFi to a passenger’s personal device such as his own laptop or cellphone.

Nextant Aerospace appointed Action Aviation sales group as the executive agent for the Nextant 400XT. Action



Hong Kong-based Sino Jet Management Ltd announced the inaugural flight of its third managed private luxury jet, the Bombardier Global 5000, in November. The highspeed, wide body aircraft boasts an intercontinental range and represents a step-up in Sino Jet’s capabilities. Sino Jet will provide the owner with refurbishment and maintenance, as well as pilot recruitment, finance control and travel concierge services.

Bill Lear’s former public relations director Jim Greenwood died aged



that pilots and navigators are valued as professionals. GAPAN’s regional committees are located in Australia, New Zealand, North America and Hong Kong. Epton is currently touring the world as Master of the Guild. Qatar-based Rizon Jet announced plans to set up its second European FBO in Paris’ Le Bourget Airport in 2014. The first is located at London’s Biggin Hill Airport. “Our strategy is to provide seven-star service with unparalleled facilities to match,” said acting chief executive Harold Stoddard. Rizon manages Challenger 605, Hawker 900XP, Beechcraft Premier 1A and Bombardier Global Express XRS aircraft. An Airbus ACJ319 and Bombardier Global 6000 will join the fleet in 2013.



Aviation, which has offices in the UK, Dubai and India, will oversee sales in the Middle East, India and Europe. The Nextant 400XT is a light business jet using remanufactured Hawker Beechjet 400/400XP airframes and featuring new Williams FJ44-3AP turbofan engines, a Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21™ avionics suite and wireless Internet in the remodelled passenger cabin. The USD1 million aircraft has a maximum cruise speed of 460 knots. Airbus restructured its

Airbus Corporate Jet (ACJ) by



91 on 4 November 2011. Greenwood made Learjet a household name with his writing, his relationships with people from all levels of the business jet industry, and his passion for the job. He wrote three books, Parachuting for Sport, The Parachute: From Balloons to Skydiving, and Stunt Flying in the Movies. Greenwood was born in 1920 and began flying at 16 years old. He started working for Learjet in 1964.

Captain Wally Epton is the



converging sales, customer support, engineering and other core functions into one internal organisation. This comes as the Middle East continues to be an important market for the company, with more than 50 per cent of Airbus’ overall 170 corporate aircraft orders coming from the region. ACJ Sales Vice President François Chazelle says the ACJ320 and ACJ318 respond especially well to the needs of the region.

ExecuJet Aviation Group’s new turnkey package, SimplyFly,



first pilot from the business aviation sector to lead the Guild

of Air Pilots and Air Navigators



Cessna Aircraft Company builds on



(GAPAN). Formed in 1929 by commercial pilots and led by pioneer aviator Sir Alan Cobham, the organisation continues to ensure
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the success of the Citation X in the Middle East in improving its Citation Ten, expected to be delivered by 2013. At last year’s Dubai Air Show, Cessna introduced a new Citation Ten mock-up featuring ClairityTM cabin technology, which integrates on-board electrical systems with data and communication sharing, allowing passengers to adjust cabin lighting, temperature, audio,



streamlines ownership and financing of aircraft. It is a straightforward nonrecourse, off balance sheet financing programme for purchases of aircraft valued at USD20 million or higher, provided it is at most five years old. In addition, ExecuJet can manage, operate and maintain the aircraft, and rent it out for charter if the owner wishes. >>



MONDAY, MAY 14; TUESDAY, MAY 15; & WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 2012 PALEXPO AND GENEVA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT GENEVA, SWITZERLAND



GENEVA, SWITZERLAND



LEARN MORE AT



www.ebace.aero
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Ikhana Aircraft Services received FAA approval to remanufacture timed-out Twin Otters DHC-6-100, 200 and 300



aircraft’s fuselages. The DHC-6 Re-Life programme by Ikhana’s RW Martin Inc (RWMI) company resets existing Twin Otters fuselages which have reached the 66,000-hour or 132,000-cycle life limit to zero. RWMI has been fabricating, modifying, repairing and flight testing various aircraft for 50 years. General aviation and charter operators can now request to block registration numbers from public flight tracking programmes without submitting a certified security concern, following the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) reinstatement of the Block Aircraft Registration Request (BARR) programme on 2 December. Business aviation advocates earlier protested that the criteria for determining the validity of security concerns, which was established by the FAA on 3 June 2011, were so stringent that they rendered the BARR ineffective.



Comlux and Airbus executives celebrate the ACJ321 order



Comlux The Aviation Group placed the first ever order for the Airbus ACJ321 business jet, which is expected



to enter service in 2014. Outfitted by Comlux America and powered by CFM International CFM56-5B engines, the 321 will feature greater floor space and baggage capacity than the 318, 319 and 320 ACJs. Comlux CEO Richard Gaona says the company expects the 321 to offer more comfort and deliver the highest service standards.

Hawker Beechcraft Corporation



Recreational Products, Columbia Aircraft and Suzuki Motorcycles. He was also the president and creative director of communications firm AMPT Associates for five years. In 2009, he published Unload the Clip: How to Outgun Your Competition, a humorous guide on marketing and public relations techniques. A joint venture between the stateowned Shanghai Airport Authority and Australia-based Hawker Pacific is the first company in China to provide maintenance, repair and overhaul services for business aircraft. The JV will operate in Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport and can service more than 40 business aircraft a year. Its initial maintenance service offerings are for the Hawker 4000 and Dassault Falcon 7X. Together with partner Jeddah-based Imitiaz Company, Gama Aviation will bring its services to Saudi Arabia this year. Overseen by Gama’s Regional Managing Director Dave Edwards, its base at Jeddah’s King Abdulaziz International Airport will specialise in aircraft management, maintenance, consultancy and charter services. “Breaking into the important Saudi market, the biggest market for business aviation in the Middle East, is a huge achievement and a longheld wish of Gama,” says Gama CEO Marwan Abdel Khalek.



(HBC) opened an office in Dubai’s

Jumeirah Lake Towers in response



to increasing private aviation demand in the Middle East. Its sales and support team will provide expert advice on product line-up and turnkey solutions for aircraft ownership and support. This follows its new parts distribution centre in Dubai. HBC makes more than AED1.38 billion with its international inventory.

Gulfstream Aerospace Corp named Randy Bolinger



as director of marketing services, who will report to vice president of marketing and sales support Bill Shira. Bolinger has worked in marketing for Bombardier
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Hong Kong’s Civil Aviation Department (HKCAD) awarded Hongkong Jet an Air Operator’s Certificate (AOC) after reviewing its flight operations, safety and maintenance management systems. “Our customers are very pleased to finally have access to 100 per cent charterdedicated ultra-long haul G550 business aircraft in our region with impeccable five-star service,” said Chris Buchholz, CEO of the international business jet operator. Hongkong Jet expects to see increasing growth in Greater China and other Asian markets. >>
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planning, weather reports, catering, fuel and hotel accommodation. Melbourne’s facility is also an Authorised Service Centre for Hawker Beechcraft, Gulfstream, Bombardier and Embraer.

Cessna Aircraft Company appointed Trevor Esling as Vice President of its sales division in Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia (EMAA). Esling will



and installation. Facilities will also be located at Bahrain International Airport, supported by GAL Aviation’s production centre in Canada. GAL MENA WLL will be fully operational in Bahrain by Q2 2012.

Gulfstream Aerospace Corp unveiled a new sales office in Beijing’s Central Business District on 7 December. “The Beijing office allows us to respond to customer needs more effectively and strengthen relationships with key stakeholders in the region,” said Gulfstream president, Larry Flynn. Regional sales vice president Herman Chai and recently appointed senior vice president Leda Chong are both headquartered at the Beijing office. Gulfstream’s Asia Pacific sales have increased by nearly 200 per cent over the last five years. Gulfstream Aerospace Corp received provisional type certification from the



Roy Ng is Gulfstream Aerospace Corp’s new regional manager of international sales. Ng was previously the business



head sales teams based in Europe, Russia, Africa and the Middle East, as well as in India, China and the Asia Pacific. Esling, with an Economics degree from UK’s Lancaster University, joined the Cessna Citation sales team in 1995 and was previously with British Aerospace PLC.

Pilatus Business Aircraft delivered its 1,100th PC-12 aircraft in a handover



development director of Metrojet Ltd, a business aircraft service provider based in Hong Kong. He will work closely with Gulfstream’s international sales vice presidents Peter Hoi and Herman Chai, reporting to senior vice president Roger Sperry. Ng, who speaks English, Mandarin and Cantonese, will oversee sales in Hong Kong and operations in China, Macau and Taiwan.

ExecuJet Aviation Group opened new Fixed Based Operation (FBO) facilities in New Zealand and Australia. The 2,000 sq m Wellington FBO is a first in New Zealand while the Essendon FBO adds 1,000 sq m to ExecuJet’s existing MRO facility in Melbourne. Both FBOs will provide technical assistance, flight



ceremony to Wisconsin-based charter operator Frontline Aviation. The company’s flagship single-engine turboprop was launched in 2004 and has proven extremely popular not only for business aviation but also for use in cargo transport, medevac, police and border surveillance, military and regional airlines. In total, the PC-12 fleet has gained 3.3 million operating hours.

Gal Aviation Inc and MENA Aerospace Enterprises WLL joined forces to form



GAL MENA WLL, which will offer services in corporate aircraft and VIP airliner interior design, refurbishment



Federal Aviation Administration for its ultra large cabin, ultra long range G650 business jet. “We are pursuing a two-step certification approach to keep us on track for our planned deliveries in the second quarter of 2012,” said Larry Flynn, president, Gulfstream. “With the PTC in hand, our plan is to move production aircraft into final phase manufacturing to ensure customer deliveries in the second quarter of 2012.”
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BUSINESS AVIATION ON FULL DISPLAY IN SHANGHAI — MAKE PLANS TO BE THERE



Shanghai, China

March 27, 28, 29, 2012



Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business Aviation Service Centre on Hongqiao International Airport Exhibits, Dozens of Aircraft on Side-by-Side Display and Education Sessions All in One Location



WWW.ABACE.AERO



The Asian Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition is co-hosted by The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA), the Asian Business Aviation Association (AsBAA) and The Shanghai Exhibition Center, in Partnership With Shanghai Airport Authority.
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PLANE SPEAK

ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE Measurable height of an aircraft above the actual terrain. ABSOLUTE CEILING The maximum altitude above sea level at which an aircraft can maintain level flight under Standard Air conditions. AGL (Above Ground Level) Altitude expressed as feet above terrain or airport elevation (see MSL). AILERONS An aircraft control surface hinged to the rear, outer section of each wing for banking (‘tilting’) the aircraft. AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT Comprehensive services provided by a management company for an aircraft owner. Details vary. AIRFOIL The shape of any flying surface, but principally a wing, as seen in side-view (cross section). AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE Official notification to aircraft owners/operators of a known safety issue with a particular model of aircraft. ALTIMETER A highly sensitive barometer that shows an aircraft’s altitude above mean sea level by measuring atmospheric pressure. ANGLE OF ATTACK The angle between the airfoil’s chord line and the direction in which the aircraft is currently moving. AOG (Aircraft on Ground) Aircraft unfit to fly, in need of repair. Owner’s worst nightmare. APPROACH (DEPARTURE) CONTROL Radar-based air traffic control, usually at an airport tower, providing traffic separation up to 40 miles. APRON Hard-surfaced or paved area around a hangar. Also, ‘ramp’. ATC (Air Traffic Control) Service providing separation services to participating airborne traffic and clearances to land, take off or taxi at airports. AVIONICS The electronic control systems airplanes use for flight such as communications, autopilots, and navigation. BLOCK RATES Pre-paid hours for air charter at a contracted price. CARBON OFFSET Monetary contributions to renewable energy research and production projects to ‘offset’ carbon emissions of an airplane.
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CHARTER The ‘renting’ of an aircraft with crew for a personal, business, or cargo flight from one point to another. CHARTER CARD Pre-paid air charter plan, either for a block of charter hours at a pre-defined fee, or a set debit balance in dollars. CLASS I NAVIGATION Operation of aircraft under visual meteorological conditions (VFR) primarily based on ‘see and avoid’ procedures. CLASS II NAVIGATION Any en route flight operation that is not Class I, i.e. instrumentbased navigation (IFR). CLEARANCE Formal instructions from air traffic control authorising a specific action (climb or descend, entry into controlled airspace). CONTRAILS Streaks of condensed water vapour created in the air by aircraft flying at high altitudes; a.k.a. vapour trails. CONTROLLED AIRSPACE An airspace of defined dimensions within which air traffic control service is provided. CRUISE SPEED The normal speed attained at altitude once the aircraft is no longer climbing and is en route. CRUISING ALTITUDE A level altitude maintained by an aircraft while in flight. DEADHEAD To fly the return leg of a trip without cargo or passengers. DRAG Resisting force exerted on an aircraft in its line of flight opposite in direction to its motion. Opposite of thrust. DUTY TIME That portion of the day when a crewmember is on duty in any capacity (not just in the air), limited by regulations. EFIS (Electronic Flight Information Systems) Glass cockpit avionics that integrate all flight parameters into one optimised instrument. ELEVATOR An aircraft control surface hinged to both rear horizontal stabilisers, changing the aircraft pitch attitude nose-up or nose-down. EMPTY LEG Also known as ‘one-way availability’. Usually posted as available for travel between two airports during a certain time period. FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) The Department of Transportation’s agency for aviation.



FBO (Fixed Base Operator) A business operating an airport terminal for non-airline, general aviation aircraft. FERRY FLIGHT A flight for the purpose of returning an aircraft to base or delivering an aircraft from one location to another. FLAPS Hinged surfaces on the inboard rear of wings, deployed to increase wing curvature (and thus, lift). FLIGHT PLAN Filed by radio, telephone, computer, or in person with Flight Service Stations. FLIGHT TIME Portion of the trip actually spent in the air. FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP The purchase of a ‘share’ of an aircraft. FUSELAGE An aircraft’s main body structure housing the flight crew, passengers, and cargo. GENERAL AVIATION Part of civil aviation comprising all facets of aviation except scheduled air carriers. GLASS COCKPIT See FIS. GPS (Global Positioning System) Satellitebased navigation system operated by Department of Defence. GPWS (Ground Proximity Warning System) System designed to alert pilots if their aircraft is in immediate danger of flying into the ground. GROUND SPEED Actual speed that an aircraft travels over the ground also called ‘shadow speed’. HANGAR An enclosed structure for housing aircraft. Originated with lakebased floating homes of the original German Zeppelin airships. HEAVY JETS See ‘Large-Cabin Jets’. HORSEPOWER The motive energy required to raise 550 lbs. one foot in one second, friction disregarded. HUD (Head-Up Display) A transparent display that presents data without requiring the user to look away from his or her usual viewpoint. IATA CODE International aviation code for international airports. ICAO CODE Civil aviation codes for airports.
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IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) Rules for flights into clouds and low visibility, by reference to cockpit instruments and radio navigation. ILS (Instrument Landing System) A precision instrument approach system permitting aircraft to land with low ceilings or poor visibility. JOINT OWNERSHIP Purchase or lease of an aircraft by a number of owners, often through a partnership or limited company. KNOT (Nautical Mile per Hour) Common measure of aircraft speed equalling 6,080 feet or about 1.15 miles. (For mph, multiply knots by 1.15.) KTAS True airspeed, in knots. LARGE-CABIN JETS The largest size aircraft that doesn’t require a major airport runway. Typical capacity 9-15 passengers. LAYOVER A night spent in the middle of the trip in a city other than home base for the aircraft and crew. LEG Describes one direction of travel between two points. Commonly used in referring to a planned itinerary. LIGHT JETS See ‘Small-Cabin Jets’. MACH SPEED A number representing the ratio of the speed of an airplane to the speed of sound in the surrounding air. MAYDAY An international distress signal to indicate an imminent and grave danger that requires assistance. MID-CABIN JETS Typical capacity 7-9 passengers. MRO (Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul) Company licensed to provide services for the upkeep and airworthiness of airplanes. NAUTICAL MILE Defined internationally as equivalent to 1,852 metres or 1.15 statute miles. NDB (Non-Directional Beacon) A radio transmitter at a known location, used as an aviation or marine navigational aid. PAN PAN International call signal for urgency, indicating uncertainty and usually followed by the nature of the alert. PART 91 The parts of Federal Aviation Regulations on non-commercial operations covering corporate flight departments. PART 121 The parts of Federal Aviation Regulations on scheduled airline operations, including the publication of a schedule.



PART 135 The parts of Federal Aviation Regulations on non-commercial operations covering charter carriers. PART 145 Certificate allowing an organisation to perform maintenance and alterations on US-registered aircraft. PATTERN The path of aircraft traffic around an airfield, at an established height and direction.



PLANE SPEAK

TARMAC A paved airport surface, especially a runway or an apron at a hangar. TAXI TIME Portion of the trip spent rolling between the gate, terminal, or ramp and runway. THRUST The forward force produced in reaction to the gases expelled rearward from a jet engine. Opposite of drag. TRAILING EDGE The rearmost edge of an airfoil. TRANSPONDER An airborne transmitter that responds to automated air traffic control interrogation with accurate position information. TURBINE Engine that uses compressed air to generate thrust to spin a metal shaft inside the motor, used in jet engines and turboprop aircraft. TURBOPROP An aircraft in which the propeller is driven by a jet-style turbine rather than a piston. VERY LIGHT JETS (VLJ) Small jet aircraft approved for single-pilot operation, maximum take-off weight of less than 10,000 lb (4,540 kg). VFR (Visual Flight Rules) A defined set of FAA regulations covering operation of aircraft flying by visual reference to the horizon. VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Range) Ground-based radio navigation aid. VORTICES Regions of high velocity that develop at the tip of a wing as it flies through the air. WIND SHEAR Large changes in either wind speed or direction at different altitudes that can cause sudden gain or loss of airspeed. WINGLET A small, stabilising, rudder-like addition to the tips of a wing to control or employ air movement, thereby increasing fuel economy. YAW One of the three axes in flight, specifying the side-to-side movement of an aircraft on its vertical axis. YOKE The control wheel of an aircraft, akin to an automobile steering wheel.



PAYLOAD Anything that an aircraft carries beyond what is required for its operation during flight. POSITIONING Ferrying aircraft for departure from other than originating airport. RADAR System that uses electromagnetic waves to identify the range, altitude, direction, or speed of moving and fixed objects. RAMP The apron or open ‘tarmac’ in front of an FBO or terminal facility. This space is busy, used for deplaning, parking of aircraft, etc. ROLL One of three axes in flight, specifying the action around a central point. ROTATE In flight, any aircraft will rotate about its centre of gravity, a point which is the average location of the mass of the aircraft. RUDDER Aircraft control surface attached to the rear of the vertical stabiliser (fin) of the aircraft tail. Forces the plane to veer left or right. RUNWAY HEADING Magnetic direction corresponding to the centre line of the runway. SLATS Small, aerodynamic surfaces on the leading edge of the wings of fixed aircraft which allow the wing to operate at a higher angle of attack. SLIPSTREAM The flow of air driven backward by a propeller or downward by a rotor. SMALL-CABIN JETS Typical capacity 5-8 passengers. SQUAWK A four-digit number that a pilot dials into his transponder to identify his aircraft to air traffic controllers. STATUTE MILE A unit of length equal to 5,280 feet. SVS (Synthetic Vision System) A technology that uses 3D to provide pilots with intuitive means of understanding their flying environment. TAIL NUMBER An airplane’s registration number.
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EBACE 2011 Geneva



JANUARY 2012 19-21 JAN BIAS 2012 (BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW) Sakhir Airbase, Kingdom of Bahrain www.bahraininternationalairshow.com



FEBRUARY 2012 14-19 FEB 22-23 FEB MARCH 2011 27-29 MAR ABACE 2012 (ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION) Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business Aviation Service Centre, Shanghai, China www.abace.aero/2012 SINGAPORE AIRSHOW BUSINESS AIRPORT WORLD EXPO 2012 Changi Exhibition Centre Cannes, France www.singaporeairshow.com www.businessairportworldexpo.com



APRIL 2012 11-13 APR SIBAS 2012 (SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AVIATION SHOW) Shanghai Dachang Airbase, China www.shanghaiairshow.com/SIBAS



MAY 2012 14-16 MAY 24-25 MAY 25-27 MAY JUNE 2012 30 JUN–01 JUL JULY 2012 09-15 JULY AUGUST 2012 16-18 AUG LABACE (LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS São Paulo Brazil AVIATION CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION) 2012 www.abag.org.br/labace2012 FARNBOROUGH INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW Farnborough Airport, UK www.farnborough.com WADDINGTON INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW Royal Air Force Waddington, UK www.waddingtonairshow.co.uk EBACE 2012 (EUROPEAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION & EXHIBITION) ABA 2012 (ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION) AEROEXPO UK 2012 Palexpo and Geneva International Airport, Geneva, Switzerland Macau Business Aviation Centre, Macau Sywell Aerodome, UK www.ebace.aero www.asianbusinessav.com www.expo.aero/uk



SEPTEMBER 2012 11-16 SEP OCTOBER 2012 09-14 OCT 30 OCT-01 NOV JA 2012 (JAPAN INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE EXHIBITION) NBAA 2012 (NATIONAL BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION) Central Japan International Airport (Centrair); and Port Messe Nagoya, Japan Orlando, Florida, USA www.japanaerospace.jp/english www.nbaa.org ILA BERLIN AIR SHOW 2012 Berlin ExpoCenter Airport, Germany www.ila-berlin.de/ila2012/home/



NOVEMEBER 2012 07-10 NOV INDO AEROSPACE 2012 EXPO & FORUM JIExpo Kemayoran, Jakarta, Indonesia www.indoaerospace.com



DECEMBER 2012 11-13 DEC MEBA 2012 (MIDDLE EAST BUSINESS AVIATION) Al Maktoum International Airport, Dubai, United Arab Emirates www.meba.aero
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SEE IT HERE
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SLING SHOT

by Rainer Sigel



THE COLD WAR GAVE BIRTH to many outlandish aviation ideas, most of which are now buried deep in the pages of history. One of the the more spectacular schemes was the ‘Zero Length Launch System’, or ZELL, which catapulted attack aircraft from mobile launch platforms with the help of a massive booster rocket. Once the jet was airborne, the rocket was jettisoned. The somewhat bizarre follow-up was to then try to land the aircraft — gear up — on a huge inflatable rubber mat about 250 metres long, with the help of an arresting cable. The otherwise sane idea was intended to eliminate the need for vulnerable airfields under attack, allowing for effective air strikes to be fielded even in the case of damaged runways. The United States Air Force, German Luftwaffe, and the Soviet Air Force all conducted ZELL experiments in the mid 1950s, using F-84G Thunderjets, F-100D Super Sabres, Lockheed F-104 Starfighters and MiG-19s. Initial enthusiasm soon caved in when it became clear that the bulky mobile launching platforms were expensive to operate and difficult to transport. Security also became a concern in cases where fighters were to be equipped with nuclear weapons. Most ZELL experiments were cancelled in the late 1950s when it became clear that the battlefield capabilities to be provided by ZELL could be achieved much more easily and safely by newly developed cruise missile technology, as well as by evolving vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft like the Hawker Siddeley Harrier ‘Jump Jet’.



Watch a US Air Force F-100 Super Sabre make a ZELL take off from the back of a truck at Indian Springs, Nevada
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JETGALA



Breguet, the innovator.

Invention of hand-guilloché dials, 1786

Around 1786, Breguet created a resolutely new style by introducing dials adorned with gold or silver guilloché work. Today, this form of authentic hand craftsmanship is still one of the distinctive characteristics of a Breguet watch. A heritage proudly perpetuated in the Classique 7337BR model with its silvered gold dial adorned with five different hand-guilloché patterns. History is still being written… www.breguet.com/inventions
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